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By GID4 FELLER
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON 1API -- Six
months in office, President
Barack Obarna sought to rally
support for sweeping health care
legislation Wednesday night and
vowed to reject any measure
"primarily funded through taxing middle class families."
At a prime-time news conference, Oharna defended his deco

80s

60s

60s

stein to set a midsummer deadline for the House and Senate to
act, even if it isn't met. "I'm
rushed because I get letters
every day from families that are
being clobbered by health care
costs, and they ask inc can you
help," he said.
The stakes are huge not just
for everyday Americans, but
also for Manua who is potting
much of his credibility on the

line to gain congressional pas- curtail the growth in Medicare
sage. His stepped up public role costs would not have materialcomes as he faces nstng criti- ized "until who knows when
cism from Republicans, sliding He said in the past few days,
public approval ratings anti dive leaders in both houses had
SiOlIS within his party. Oben' agreed to incorporate it into kgacknowledged that Americans 'station taking shape.
Obama stepped to the microare uneasy about growing federal budget deficits and the fast- phone looking grayer than the
man who ran for president and
rising goventmerit debt.
He said that without a deadline took office in January.
He said that since he moved
for action, a recent proposal to

into the White House, "we have
been able to pull our economy
back from the brink."
Yet, he said,"of course we still
have a long way to go." Oharru
didn't say so, but unemployment
is expected to remain stubbornly
high for many months to come.
He moved quickly into his
pitch for health care legislation.

•See Page 2A
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Luallen has been scheduled to
speak during the 129th Annual
Fancy Farm picnic, joining a
growing list of speakers expected to appear.
Mark Wilson, political chairman of the event, said
Wediiesday that Luallen has
confirmed her appearance at the
picnic on Saturday, August 1.
She will join Secretary of State
Trey Grayson who confirmed
just this week. Also appearing
will be former Louisville Mayor
Jerry Abramson who has been
chose as Gov. Steve Beshesirli
running mate for the 200
gubernatorial election. Wiliam
said Abramson is not scheduled
to speak.
Others that have canfirmed an
appearance as speakers include
HAWKINS TEAGuElLedgo & Times Lt. Gov, Daniel Mongianlo who
captain and is planning a run against U.S.
Children at the Playhouse in the Park summer camp play a theater game in which one of them acts as a ship
Sen. Jim Bunning in 2010.
crew.
her
or
barks orders at his
seeking
Other contenders
Bunning-s office that have confirmed their appearance include
Democrat Darlene Fitzgerald
Price and Republicans Dr Rand
Paul and Bill Johnson, Another
Democrat seeking the seat,
Maurice Sweeney. has also conare rehearsing
casts,
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Bloodworth,
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Playhouse Executive Bisector Ken Winters, Rep. Fred Nesler
1970 Disney movie, "The week and continues through the her fourth year directing it. She
Cope said it takes quite a and Rep. Steven Rudy have also
Lisa
was
popular
so
camp
end of next week, about 60 chil- said the
Aristocats."
said they will speak. Agriculture
the
Judging by the overwhelming dren are learning lines and songs this year that it tilled up in two few volunteers to make
COMMISS:Ofter Richie Farmer
children,
The
successful.
camp
admitwere
that
those
and
days
of
production
upcoming
an
for
response to this year's PlayThe
casts.
two
into
split
were
house in the Park summer youth "The Anstocats" that will be ted
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casts, known as the purple and
theater camp, it would appear performed next weekend.

Sixth annual Playhouse in the Park camp
(has many youngsters becoming Aristocats'
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sunny with
a 20 percent chance of showers
and thunderstorms Highs In Its
upper 80s
night Partly
Thursday
cloudy. Lows in the upper 60s
Friday .Partly cloudy. A 20
percent chance of showers and
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upper 80s
Friday night Partly cloudy A
20 percent chance of showers.
Lows in the upper 60s.
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around 90
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cloudy with a 30 percent chance
of showers and thunderstorms.
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20 percent chance of showers
and thunderstorms. Highs in the
upper 80$
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Obama tries to rally support for health revamp

Alexander
tapped as
speaker
with KHC
Special to Use Lodger
LEXINGTON. Ky. - The
Kentucky Humanities Council
Constance
chosen
has
Ale7ander. from Murray, for its
Speakers Bureau. The Bureau
provides a roster of presenters
chosen for their expertise in
specific areas. In 20Q9-2010,
individual speakers will cover
topics that include rare wildflowers in Kentucky, the
Cumberland Gap in the Civil
War, a presentation entitled
Kentucky
A
"Bourbon:
Tradition," among others. Ms.
Alexander's topics are: "Kilroy
Was Here: Children on the
Home Front in WWII," and
"Who Needs June Cleaver?" a
discussion of the role of newspapers in rural America.
"Kilroy Was Here," is based
on oral histories of children
who were growing up in the
WWII era. The presentation
from
excerpts
includes
Alexander's book, "Kilroy Was
Here," which contains actual
letters from soldiers, advertisements, a recipe and a jump rope
tingle. All the artifacts are related to the story of one Kentucky
family and the impact of the war
on their lives.
"Who Needs June Cleaver?"
is based on her 21 years as an
award-winning columnist for a
in
newspaper
small-town
Kentucky.. The talk includes
excerpts from her book of the
same title, as well as an

!tr
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TOM BERRY kedger & Tomes
Effie Kemp, 82, a volunteer at Angel's Attic thrift store and several other charitable organizations in Murray, has been awarded a William R. Markesbery Senior Star Award for exemplary
senior adult living. The honor is awarded annually to four seniors statewide that "exemplify
graceful aging by remaining engaged !n an active lifestyle."
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other problems facing the elderly. She will he officially honored during the program's 23rd
Annual Dinner scheduled for
October 6 in Lexington. The
Senior Star program honors
those who "exemplify graceful
aging by remaining engaged in
active lifestyle '•
Working as a volunteer at the
cash register at Angel's Attic
Thrift Store Wednesday afternoon, Kemp was humbled by
her selection.
"I don't know what they

•See Page 2A
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staff Writer
Those that know Ken wood
Drive resident Effie Kemp say
she's enviably spry for her 82
years and her recently being
named a recipient of the
William R. Markesbery Senior
Star Award is proof they know
what they're talking about_
Kemp is one of four
Kentuckians to receive the
honor for 2009 from the
of Kentucky's
University
Sanders Brown Center on Aging
Foundation, The center's mission is to fight illnesses and
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Sewing machines
to assist in honoring
Goodman's memory

From Front
of how technology is
affecting the collection and distribution of news in the Internet
age.
Both Alexander's presentations are 45-50 minutes. with
additional time for audience
questions and discussion.
Constance Alexander is an
award-winning poet, play wnght, fiction and non-fiction
writer. She serves on the board
of the Kentucky Oral History
Commission and the advisory
board of the Institute on Rural
Journalism and Community
Issues. Her work has been recognized for excellence by the
Kentucky
Arts
Council.
Kentucky
Foundation
for
Women, Pew Center for Civic
Journalism, Robert
Wood
Johnson Foundation, Benton
Foundation, Kaiser Foundation
and the Pilgrim Project. In
2000. she was tapped for a New
Media Fellowship by the
Newspaper Association of
America, the only freelancer
chosen for that honor from a
nationwide pool of nominees.
Currently, she is Faculty
Scholar/Arts & Humanities at
Murray State University's
Teacher Quality Institute.
The Kentucky Humanities
Council makes speakers available anywhere in Kentucky for
a minimum audience of 25
adults Non-profit groups in the
state can present two of these
programs per year at the
itcluced cost of $125 per speaker, with additional costs for
mileage, food and lodging, if
applicable.
The Kentucky Humanities
'Council
also
offers
a
Chautauqua series of presenters
who bring personalities from
Kentucky history to life. More
information about both the
Speakers Bureau and the
Chautauqua presenters is available at www.kyhumanities.org.
.The phone number is 859-2575931.
Alexander can be contacted at
constancealexanderq newwave
cornm.net.
overview

By KYSER LOUGH
Hale said the machines and
Staff Wnter
supplies would be used for
The memory of a woman with classes that will be hopefully
a passion for sewing and quiltstarting in August. Students are
ing will live on thanks to a taught basic clothing repair and
recent donation to the Family & small projects to
start off with
Consumer Sciences Program at
These skills help train youth
the
Calloway
County
how to mend clothes instead of
Cooperative Extension.
needing to replace them, someWhen Tina Goodman died in
late 2007, donations of sympa- thing Hale said is an important
thy were requested instead of skill.
Last year the program had
flowers. The money went into a
fund that was managed by over 50 students register, and
KYSER LOUGH/Ledger & Times
Pictured above, from left, are Goldie Wagner; LaDawn Hale. David Goodman:
and Janeen members of the Quilt Lovers of Hale hopes to see that number
Sutton. Hale, representing the Calloway County Cooperative Extension,
was presented with Murray and recently purchased increase. The addition of four
four sewing machines and sewing supplies at a recent Quilt Lovers of Murray
brand-new
sewing sewing machines means less
meeting in mem- four
ory of Tina Goodman.
machines and supplies. These time spent waiting for an open
were donated to the Cooperative machine and more time learning
Extension at a meeting of the how to sew, she said.
their backs straight and holding
Quilt Lovers, along with the
Tina Goodman was a retired
their arms out like wings while announcem
ent that the fund Navy Commander who moved
announces her plans to leave her they walked. Kristen Lyons
From Front
said
would also cover the cost of an to Murray
in 1998 and took up
fortune to them. Brown said she she had appeared
in three upcoming sewing class.
who are ages 7 to II, are divid- not only loves the
with the Quilt Lovers. She real.
music, but Playhouse
shows
before,
"She would approve,- said
ed into groups and work on that the story has a
ized her passion for sewing and
good mesmusic, choreography. theater sage about class differences including last year's summer David Goodman, Tina's husbecame very involved.
camp
show,
"Frog
band.
and Toad Are
"This is one of the things
techniques and theater games in because of how the snobbish
"Tina was an avid sewer, a
30-minute increments. The kids title characters become friends Friends." The others, Hanna she always talked about dcing."
Goodman was present at the two-term president of the Quilt
Irvin, Ekemma Mba and
will even have a hand in paint- with the Alley Cats that
they
ing the sets and the publicity for look down upon at first. Of Cheyenne Chaney, said this was meeting to make the donation to Lovers and had a degree in texthe show, she said.
Hale,
Calloway tiles and taught classes at the
course, part of the reason they their first show and they were LaDawn
County Extension Agent for Pincushion Quilt Shop,- Sutton
-This is an opportunity for the grow to like the Alley Cats is having a wonderful time.
kids to see all aspects of the- because they know how to have
Show times will be at 7 p.m. Family 8: Consumer Sciences. said.
A lot of her time spent quilting
ater," she said.
a good time with some swinging on July 31 and Aug. I and at Goldie Wagner and Janeen
Amy Brown, the choir direc- tunes.
2:30 p.m. on Aug. I and 2. For Sutton, Quilt Lovers members ended up benefiting charity, as
tor at Murray's First Baptist
who managed the fund, made she would donate quilts she
"I love the music; I always tickets, visit www.playhouseChurch. said it was her first time have," Brown said. "It's a really
the presentation.
made to those in need.
inthepark.net.
helping out with the music and great introduction to jazz for
that her two younger children kids."
are participating in the camp as
Bloodworth's daughter, Alia,
well With only two weeks, she is teaching choreography. Bill
tion for the honor include, age,
From Front
said the kids have to work hard Phillips, a former lawyer who
level of active participation in
and practice some on their own has acted in recent Playhouse
could say about me,- Kemp society, lasting
contributions to
at home. Part of the fun of being productions and professionally
said.
professional or community life,
in a musical, she said, is learn- in other parts of the country,
Kemp was nominated for the serving
as model for future gening how important it is to sing in said he giving the children an
award by friend and Circuit
erations and vision, conviction
character. Kids also get to learn introduction to theater techPARIS, Tenn. (AP) Court Clerk Linda Avery with a
and setting high standards for
how there are not really any niques, such as how to present Authorities have upgraded
letter of recommendation also
others.
small parts because if they make themselves on stage, maintain charges against a Woodlawn
signed by County JudgeKemp, a nurse that began her
their characters big enough, their characters and not to break man in a fatal boating crash on
Executive Larry Elkins and
college career at Murray State
they can steal any scene in the "fourth wall" that stands Kentucky Lake during the
Morgan Williams. Elkins comUniversity before doing graduwhich they are featured.
between them and the audience. Fourth of July holiday weekmended Kemp for her work in
"The Aristocats" is set in Paris
In the Playhouse lobby end.
the women's jai: ministry and ate work at UCLA and the
in the early 20th century and Tuesday, the four actresses
David Ray Phelps was iniother local volunteer organiza- University of Colorado, was
tells the story of how a butler playing the two -Gabble sister" tially charged with boating
tions while Williams commend- nominated for her work with
tries to get rid of a employer's geese were rehearsing their under the influence.
ed her for activities - not only several local non-profit organiprized
felines
The Pans Post-Intelligencer
after
she lines and practicing keeping
Angel's
in Murray - but in United zations including
reported charges of vehicular
Methodist Church mission trips Community Clinic. In His Steps
homicide and reckless and negMinistry, Operation Blessing
to Central America.
ligent operation of a vessel
"I know if I looked up 'grace- and Character Counts as well as
were added.
ful aging' in a dictionary I her work in with church mission
The 37-year-old Phelps was
would see a picture of Effie trips
arraigned Thursday on the new
Some of her past accolades
Kemp," Avery said in the letter.
charges and was free on bond.
"She has an enthusiasm for life include the 1996 Humanitarian
Murfreesboro
resident
unparalleled by any other 80- of the Year Award by Rotary
Sandra Adams. who was 47,
plus year old person. Her enthu- International, 1994 Outstanding
was killed in the July 3 collisiasm is contagious and she is Citizen Award by Woodmen of
star] near Paris Landing and her
able to draw in groups of people the World, Community Woman
6-year-old daughter was
to help her take up the chal- of Achievement by the Murray
injured.
lenge. The challenge may be Woman's Club and special misOfficers said Phelps' bass
ministering to children in sion recognition by the Womens
boat struck the pontoon boat
Honduras or helping stress the Division of the Board of Global
the victims were on.
importance of literacy in our Missions of the
United
community."
Methodist Church among othSome of the criteria for selec- ers.
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Kopperud Realty's
Open Houses
Stuulay, Sidi/ 26, 2009
1:00 - 3:00 p.m.

2:00 - 4:00 p.m.
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1301 Oakhill Drive
EXCEPTIONAL CUSTOM BUILT HOME' This 4 bedroom,
2.5 bath home is located on a corner lot and features include a
formal dining room, large living room. breach doors leading to
the screened porch, a large bonus rooni upstairs, large bathrooms and custom designed cabinetry The beautifully landscaped yard has both a patio and a screened porch. designed
with skylights and a sinned concrete floor. perfect for relaxing
Pnced at $275.000 MLS //51423

1857 State Route 94 West
BLAU1IR.111 UPDATED I 5 STORY - IIADMONAL HOLE WITTI BASE
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1001 Whitnell Aire,
Murray. Kt 42171-1040
Phone (270) 7i3-1916

Fax (270)753-1927
- En. 8700
- 5700 p.m
Closed Sal. & Sun.
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arounefaimunrayleilger corn
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adsknmurrayledgereorn
Jill Stephens. Clasaifierki Mgr
claatufiedfaemurravIrriger.i on,
Ashley Heuer. Circulatum
nfl U121110110111URSylledfeti

Rita Roams. Rusinrsa Mgr
rbriggessaemurrayledgercom

148 W.Edinborough
CUSTOM BUILT HOME! This

3 bedroom, 2 bath
one owner borne features open floor plan with split
bedroom arrangement. custom-built kitchen cabinets
w/dental molding, tray ceilings, hardwood floors,
walk-in kitchen pantry, breakfast area and living room
with gas log fireplace. Home also has a bonus room
upstairs Priced at $197,900 MLS n51535

1204 Dogwood Drive
CLASSIC HOME IN GREAT LOCATION! Classic, well maintained
home has 5 bedroom. 2 full both is a wonderful location Newer carpel
upstairs and hardwood and tik (loon on the maw keel Ceiling fans in
most moms and unhelievabk storage throughout Bathrooms have
heen updated. bedrooms have walk-in closets and family room has gas
log fireplace Both formal and informal living areas and a dining area off
dve kitchen A covered pint is the perfect place to relax and enio) the
homes lovely landscaped yard Priced a S255.000 MLS 050191

stiltseription Kates
All suheicnptions payable in Johan, e
Horne delivery 6 days a week.

300 South 5th Street

358 Maplewood Circle
GREAT HOME LOCATED IN MAPLEWOOD
ESTATES' This 3 bedroom, 2 bath home was built in
2007 and features hardwood floors, a large master
suite, open floor plan. and vaulted ceilings in the living room and kitchen Priced to sell at $177,500. MIS

948390

From Front
will not appear and there is no
word so far whether Attorney
General Jack Conway will
attend.
So far there has been no word
on whether Bunning, Sen.
Mitch McConnell or Rep. Ed
Whitfield will appear. Bunning
is the only one of the three federal officers up for reelection
next year and he faces serious
opposition which could prompt
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his appearance. He won the
office against Mongiardo five
years ago by only 23,000 votes
with western Kentucky voters
putting him over the top.
Al Cross, director of the
University
of
Kentucky's
Institute for Rural Journalism
and Community Issues and former Courier-Journal political
reporter, will serve as master of
ceremonies. Political speaking
will begin at 2 p.m.

•Health revamp ...

I

Published Mondavi through ',wortha,
e'er, afternorm. ear ept Sundays.
Memortal Das, July 4. Labor Day.
Tharirigning 14ai Chnstmas Om and
New Years Day. Prnodicals postage pool
at Murray. KY 1NNTMASTER: Send
address changes to THE MIARA1
LEIN;ER & T1MF.S, PO Bon
Murray. KY 42071-1040

LOVELY HOME IN THE CITY LIMITS, Well maintained 4
bedroom, 2 bath home with beautiful refinished hardwood
floors. renovated bathrooms. newly installed dishwasher new
ceiling fans and new countertops in the kitchen The living room
features j gas log fireplace and an adorable classic niche This
wonderful home is bursting with character and is truly a mover read) home' Priced to sell at only 194 000 MIS #49170

II Fancy Farm...

an issue that now towers above
all others — and has led at least
one Republican to say that it
could prove to be the president's
Waterloo if the drive collapses.
-This isn't about me. I have
great health insarance and so
does
every
member
of
Congress," he said.
The president said that in
addition to helping millions
who lack coverage, the health
care legislation is central to the
goal of eventually rebuilding

the economy stronger than it
was before the recession that
began more than a year ago.
He said Medicare and
Medicaid, government health
care programs for the elderly.
and the poor, are the "biggest
driving force behind our federal
deficit."
Unless they are tamed, he said
to a national TV audience, "we
will not be able to control our
deficit. If we do not reform
health care, your premiums and
out-of-pocket costs will continue to skyrocket."

753-1916
Subscribe by SIcalling
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Obituaries
Charles Ray (Chuck) Cope

NATIONAL / INTERNATIONAL

Ibursday. July 23, 2009• 3A

Biden: Casualties to escalate in Afghanistan

LONDON (AP) --- The
United States, Bnnun and other
NAT()allies can expect to make
more sacrifices and take new
casualties as the war in
Afghanistan escalates, U.S. Vice
President Joe Biden said in an
interview broadcast this morning.
But Biden said the effort to
secure the country ahead of
Afghanistan's Aug. 20 presidential election was worth it He
said much of the terrorism
threatening the West had its
roots in Afghanistan's porous
border with Pakistan and that the
area produced much of the
world's heroin.
"It is a place that, if it doesn't
get straightened out, will continue to wreak havoc on Europe
and the United States," Biden
told BBC radio's -Today" program from tne Georgian capital
of Tblisi.
Biden said the additional
U.S. troops being poured into
the country were engaging the
Taliban rebels on new fronts.
meaning "there is likely to be
AP
additional casualties."
U.S. soldiers watch a helicopter that landed for supplying the forces in Garrnser
district of
Addressing a public that has
Helmand province, south of Kabul, Afghanistan. Tuesday. Vice President
Joe Biden said this
been unsettled by spike in fatalities. Biden told Britons that morning that U.S.-led coalition could expect more sacrifices as the war escalates.
forces - as British forces have Wednesday by insisting that as planned.
their fight was a necessary one.
Six months after
"in terms of national interest gone on the offensive in the forces in Afghanistan did not President Barack Obama signed
of Great Britain, the U.S. and southern Helmand province. have enough helicopters - a the order to close the facility,
Europe,(the war in Afghanistan) The deaths have raised ques- claim Brown denied.
fewer than 20 of about 245
is worth the effort we are mak- tions about Britain's role in
Biden refused to step into the inmates have been moved from
Lonnie David (LD.) Flora
ing and the sacrifice that is being Afghanistan and doubts over debate, saying only that he the prison. Biden said the
A graveside service for Lonnie David (L.D.) Flora will be Friday
felt," he said, before warning whether the U.K. military has assumed British soldiers had all administration was still going
at II a.m, at the Murray Memorial Gardens. Garry Evans will offithe proper equipment for the they needed. In comments car- through detainees'
that "more will come."
records.
ciate Entombment will follow in the Murray Memorial Gardens
Nineteen British soldiers offensiv e.
ried on the BBC's Web site.
"We expect before January
mausoleum. Visitation will be at Murray Memorial have
One outgoing British minis- Biden said the Guantanamo Bay - well
died in Afghanistan in July
before January - we
Gardens after 10 a.m. Fnday. J.H. Churchill the deadliest month of the ter broke ranks with Prime prison camp in Cuba would will have a decision on each and
Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.
Gordon
war for both U.S. and NATO Minister
Brown close before the end of the year every individual being held."
Expressions of sympathy may be made to
Alzheimer's Association, Kaden Tower, 6100
Dutchmans Ln., STE 401, Louisville, KY 402053284. The family would like to thank the West
Kentucky Veteran's Center and Russell and Nancy
WASHINGTON (AP) - over the coming decade. The pay -go.
White for the care they have given Mr. Flora.
lowing the vote.
With the deficit smashing pay-go measure wouldn't force Existing rules
Mr. Flora, 90. Murray, died Monday, July 20,
"It is time to stop the pracrecords, the Democratic-con- lawmakers to find the courage to are routinely
2009, at 3:20 p.m. at the West Kentucky Veterans
tice of passing today's costs onto
Flora
trolled House passed legislation actually do anything to stanch waived.
But
Center, Hanson.
future generations. Pay-go was a
Wednesday designed to make it the flow of red ink: it instead even if pay-go
driving principle behind the
He was a foreman for the Murray Division of
more difficult to pass tax cuts or seeks to prevent lawmakers has the force
of
move from deficit to surplus in
the Tappan Company for 32 years. An Army veter- new
spending programs that from making it even worse.
law, it can be
the 1990s, and must be so again
an of World War II, he participated in allied attacks would
pile even more billions of
"By insisting on offsets and waived.
at Algiers, Algeria, El Guettar and Tunisia. He was dollars
today.onto it.
deficit neutrality, pay-go buffers
The
bill
wounded when he was struck by a German 88mtn
Republicans were scathing in
The legislation, passed by a the bottom line," said House contains looptheir cntiques of the plan, noting
shell, and was awarded a Purple Heart and was 265-166
vote, would reinstate a Budget Committee Chairman holes.
For
that the rules don't apply to the
given an honorable discharge. After his retirement "pay-as-yo
Obama
u-go" statute that John Spratt Jr., D-S.C. -It is a example,
it
appropriations
he enjoyed hunting and fishing with his friends.
bills
that
requires tax cuts or new benefit common-sense rule that every- allows lawmakers
to renew most Congress passes each year •as
Preceding him in death were his wife, Pauline programs
be paid for with tax one can understand: when you of former President George
W. they did under a law in place
(Polly) Flora, one son, William D. Flora, two broth- increases
or cuts to other pro- are in a hole, stop digging."
Bush's tax cuts - which many from 1990-2002. And existing
Flora
ers, Wayne Flora and William Guy McCuiston, and grams.
If
new
spending
or
tax
reduc- Democrats for years have said pay-go rules aimed at blocking
one sister. Loy Flora White. Born Sept. 18, 1918, in
If the "pay-go" law is broken tions are not offset, there would are unfair and
unaffordable -- the House from being able to
Calloway County, he was the son of the late Wave! and
new legislation adds to the be automatic cuts in so-called without raising
taxes elsewhere. vote on bills that balloon the
Jackson Flora and Edmona Wyatt Flora McCuiston.
deficit, automatic spending cuts mandatory
programs
-Despite active support from deficit have been waived.. a
Survivors include two sisters-in-law, Fay Nell would
kick in to make up the although Social Security pay- House Speaker Nancy
Pelosi, D- dozen times.
Flora and Cozy McCuiston, both of Murray, and sev- difference.
ments, food stamps and the Calif., and Obama, the measure
In fact, the bill is weaker than
eral nieces and nephews.
By itself, pay-go does noth- Medicaid health care program faces difficult
prospects. Several the pay-ge regime that was put
ing to address the government's for the poor and disabled would powerful Democratic
senators in place under a bipartisan 1990
deficit woes. The deficit for the be exempt and cuts to Medicare are against it.
budget agreement and renewed
current year is estimated to top would be sharply limited.
"Let me be clear: all new twice. It is not accompanied by
$1.8
trillion,
and
the
The idea is that the threat of mandatory initiatives and all statutory "caps"
on appropriaCongressional Budget Office automatic cuts would ensure new tax cuts must
be paid for," tions that Democrats supported
projects unsustainable deficits lawmakers wouldn't violate Obama said in a
statement fol- in the 1990s.
WASHINGTON(AP)-The Senate, in a 58-39 vote, supportSenate on Wednesday rejected ed the measure, which would
letting people carry hidden guns require most states to honor the
in 48 states if they have a con- concealed weapons permits
WASHINGTON (AP) - keep our commitments with the foreign investors to
cealed weapon permit in any one issued by other states. But the
return to and his Shiite Muslim political
President Barack Obama said Iraqi people."
doing business in his country.
of them, a rare victory for gun tally was two votes short of the
allies do more to share powtir
Wednesday that despite continuThe two leaders met three
He said Iraqi forces have with minority Sunnis and to ease
control
advocates
in
a 60 votes needed to add the ing violence
in Iraq, the U.S. is weeks after U.S. troops with- become "highly capable" after
Democratic-controlled Congress measure as an amendment to a
government control over Sumii
on schedule to remove all troops drew' from Iraqi cities in working alongside
American regions and those dominated by
that has been friendly to the gun defense bill.
by the end of 2011.
advance
of
the
full
withdrawal.
troops. Al-Maliki also pledged ethnic Kurds.
lobby.
Twenty Democrats, mainly
Standing in the Rose Garden
Obama said the United States to work to ease sectarian unrest
Opponents said it would from western or rural states,
"Overall, we have been very
alongside Iraqi Prime Minister does not seek any military bases in his country.
force states with tough con- joined all but two Republicans
encouraged by the progress that
Noun al-Maliki, Obama said the in Iraq and makes no claim on
With insurgent bombings and has been made," Obama said.
cealed weapon permit restric- in voting for the measure, which
nations were in the midst of a Iraqi oil resources or territory.
attacks still a major danger as He said that doesn't mean there
tions to let in gun carriers from was promoted by the National
"full transition" that would be
For his part. al-Maliki said Iraqi forces assume a larger aren't persistent dangers
states that give permits to con- Rifle Association and other gun
inside
based on mutual interest and the two presidents talked about police role. U.S.
officials have Iraq and militants who "still
victed criminals, minors and rights groups. They included
respect.
•'every
possible
area"
where
the
voiced
concerns
about
continu- resort to killing innocents and
people with no firearms training. Senate Majority Leader Harry
It was Obama's first meeting U.S. could play a role in work- ing violence
unless al-Maliki senseless bombings."
"It's extremely dangerous Reid of Nevada and both
with al-Maliki at the White ing with the Iraqi government.
policy," said Sen. Dianne Democratic senators from
House. He met with him in Iraq
"We are about to activate
Feinstein, D-Calif., noting that Colorado, Arkansas, Montana,
in Apnl.
such a strategic framework
her state demands fingerprint- North Dakota and Virginia.
Obama said that the U.S. agreement," he said.
ing, federal background checks,
NRA executive vice presi- withdrawal
would "send an
Al-Maliki is in the United
a course of training, and verifi- dent Wayne LaPierre told The
unmistakable signal that we will States in an effort to encourage
Investtnents Since 1854
cation by a local sheriff before Associated Press that, despite
Tarr
issuing a permit to carry a con- the defeat, the vote showed that
cealed gun.
"we have the wind to our back."
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. he funeral for Chia-les Ray
(Chuck) Cope will be today
(Thursday)at I p.m. in the chapel of Collier Funeral
Home, Benton.
Grandsons will serve as pallbearers. Great-grandchildren will be honorary pallbearers. Bunal will
follow in the Pace Cemetery at Hardin. Visitation is
now at the funeral home.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to
Owens Chapel Baptist Church Building Fund,5920
Airport Rd., Kirksey, KY, 42054 or Marshall
County Relay for Life. Online condolences may be
made at www.collierfuneralhorne.com.
Mr. Cope, 78, Benton, died Monday. July 20,
2009. at Marshall County Hospital.
Cop*
On June 18, 1949, he married his high school
sweetheart. Mary Sue Starks, to whom he was married for 46
years
before her death. He was also preceded in death
by his parents,
('harley and Lila Darnell Cope; one sister, Elaine Cope Starks:
and
one brother-in-law, Tommy Starks. He was born July
23, 1930.
Mr. Cope was a member of Owens Chapel Baptist Church where
he had served as a trustee and a mission board member and
had
served as a board member on the Hardin-South Marshall Fire
Dept.
He was retired from Paschall Truck Lines as Vice President,
Maintenance.
Survivors include two daughters, Kathi Driver and husband.
Ron, and Sally Stom and husband. James, all of Benton; his
grandchildren: Joey and Roni Dnver Harrison, Curtis and Kristi Driver
Raliegh, Kevin and Chrissy Driver, all of Benton, Jeremy and Nikki
Stom of Kirksey, Dale and Jill Stom Madding of Mayfield,
and
Jamie and Katie Stom of Benton. He was known as G-Pop to 12
great-grandchildren: Katelyn, Jessica, and Jordan Raleigh, Blake
and Brooke Harrison, Kaden and lace Driver, all of Benton,
Ty, Zoe
and Bo Stom of Kirksey, Tray Madding of Mayfield; and Conner
Stom of Benton. Also surviving are a sister, Brenda Lovett and
husband Jerry. Benton, a sister-in-law, Sherry Starks, Union City,
Tenn..
and several nieces and nephews.

Pall Obituary

Dem's make it harder to hike gov't deficits

lft

Concealed carry law dies
in a 58-39 senate vote

Obama: U.S troops to leave Iraq by end of 2011

STOCK MARKET REPORT

Pelosi: House Dems have
votes on health care bill

REVIVAL
SINKING SPRING
BAPTIST CHURCH
Speaker - Bro. Tim Cole

July 26th - 29th, 2009
Sunday - 11 am & 6 pm
7 pm Nightly
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Jackson Purchase Historical
Society will meet on Saturday •
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Jo's
Datebook
By Jo Burkeen
Community
Editor

Paducah Lions Club, WPSD
Local 6 to host 53rd annual
Telethon of Stars, November
PADUCAH, Ky. — The Lions
Club of Paducah and WPSD
Local 6 will host the 53rd
Annual Telethon of Stars on
Saturday, Nov. 14 and Sunday,
Nov. 15 at the Luther F. Carson
Four Rivers Center to benefit
Easter Seals West Kentucky in
Paducah, T.L.C. of Southern
Illinois
and
Community
Developmental Services (CDS)
in Martin, Tennessee and Easter
Seals Southeast Missouri. All
centers serve individuals with
disabilities and other special
needs.
"This year, more than anything, we want to highlight the
courageous children and adults
with special needs who have
made a lasting impression in our
hearts," said Lions Club
Telethon
Chairman
Jim
McPeake. "This Telethon is
their chance to tell their story
and it is a chance for us to rec-

ognize them."
This entertaining and informative I5-hour show is free and
open to the public. Guest
appearances will include national and local musicians, performers and actors. Clients served by
the four centers will share their
stones. A complete listing of
stars will be announced in the
next few months.
"The talent this year will no
doubt enhance excitement," said
WPDS Local 6 Telethon
Producer Bob Crosno. "We are
fortunate to welcome new stars.
as well as returning performers.
back to Paducah."
Lions Club members from
each represented state will raise
money to benefit the local centers. The Telethon of Stars is one
the longest running, locally produced Telethons in the country
and has raised nearly 22 million
dollars since its formation.
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Bazzell will be honored

Bazzell Cemetery plans meeting
Bazzell Cemetely meeting will be Saturday with Rev. Larry
Salmon, pastor of Coldwater Baptist Church, to speak at II a.m.
Donations for the upkeep of the cemetery will be received. If unable
to attend, donations may be mailed to Willis Sanders, 8224 St. Rt.
121 North. Murray, KY 42071.

Den Youth Council will meet
Murray High School's The Den Youth Service Center Advisory
Council will meet Friday at 11:45 a.m. at the school. For information call Janeann Turner at 753-6565.

MMS Tryouts today

Tubbs and Gallimore
Chris and Leigh Tubbs of Mayfield announce the engagement of
their daughter, Keila Leanne Tubbs, to Nicholas Chase Gallimore.
son of James and Jeanne Gallimore of Murray. Miss Tubbs is also
the daughter of the late Michael Clapp.
Miss Tubbs is the granddaughter of Ms. Vera Ray and the late
Edward Sonny Ray, Albert and Jane Tubbs, Macon and Sarah
Clapp. and Ms. Donna Clapp, all of Mayfield. She is currently
employed at Mills Health and Rehab.
Mr. Gallimore is the grandson of James W. and Gail Gallimore
and the late Bobby and Doris Schroader of Murray. He is currently
self employed for Gallimore Communications.
Wedding vows will be exchanged on Saturday. Aug. 1, 2009. at
7 p.m at Light House Landing in Grand Rivers. All friends and relatives are invited.

(
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Murray Art Guild, locatd at
500 North 4th St., Murray, has
scheduled two special workshops, according to Debi Henry
Danielson, executive director.
A Youth Weaving workshop
with Eileen Wirsip as instructor
will be July 27 and 28 from 9
a.m. to 2 p.m. and July 29 from
9 a.m.to noon. Particiapants will
design individual projects as
they learn to warp and weave.
Class size is limited and the cost
is $75 for guild members and
non members.

GOSPEL MEETING
with

Ellis Homemakers plan craft show
Ellis Center Homemakers will have a craft show on Saturday
from 8 a.m. to 2 p.m. at the Ellis Center, 630 Ellis Drive, Murray.
Featured will be cards, crochet, dolls, decorative boxes, embroidery,
gourds, jewelry, tote bags, sun catchers, floral sprays and wreaths,
Christmas items and other miscellaneous items. Doughnuts, coffee
and baked goods will also be featured.

Hicks Cemetery plans meeting
Hicks Cemetery Day will be Satui-clay from 8 to II a.m. Each one
should bring or send donations for the upkeep of the cemetery or
mail them to Gary Farris, 498 Farris Rd., Murray, KY 42071 or
Owen Garrison, 372 Scotts Fitts Rd., Murray, KY 42071.

The descendants of William Bascum and Leona Doran Hughes
will have a family reunion on Saturday from 2 to 6 p.m. at the Hazel
Community Center. A potluck meal will be served. All family members and friends are invited. For information call Ella Tidwell at
753-5308.

Jack Hutson Jansma
Tom and Julie Jansma of
Murray are the parents of a son
Jack Hutson Jansma. born on
Friday, May 29, 2009. at 12:45
p.m. at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
The baby weighed 8 pounds II
ounce and measured 21 inches.
A sister is Lily Grace Jansma.
Grandparents are David and
Judy Smotherman of Murray
and Andy and Toni Jansma of
Rock Valley. Iowa.
Great-grandparents are John
and Catherine Smotherrnan and
Dorthy Brandon and the late

Murray Middle School Girls Softball tryouts will be today
(Thursday) from 4 to 5:30 p.m. at the Murray High School Field.
For more information call 293-5192.

Hughes reunion Saturday

Kirksey church plans Bible School
Kirskey United Methodist Church will have its Vacation Bible
School on Saturday from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. with the theme being "All
Creatures Great and Small." Lunch will be provided and visitors are
invited.

Emmanuel plans Bible School
Jack Hutson Jansma
James
R. Brandon, all of
Murray, and Grace Dekkers of
Rock Valley.

Murray Art Guild plans
two special workshops
Photo provded
PRESENTATION MADE: Arlie Scott, left, charter member of
the Kiwanis Club of Murray, presented a check to Melanie
Dawson, physics teacher at Murray High School. who recently presented a program to the Kiwanis Club about Space
School held in Houston, Texas. Murray High will be sending
two students, Paul Gong and Chloe Zimmerer, to the school
this summer. Kiwanis Club meets at Ryan's at noon on
Thursdays. For information about Kiwanis contact Brenda
Call, 753-7870.

Jackson Purchase Historical Society will
have its summer meeting Saturday at 11 a.m.
at Lacey's Restaurant, 319 North Main St.,
Benton. The speaker will be Mike Freeland,
author of "Blood River to Berlin: The World
War 11 Journal of an Army Medic, and autobiographical work". He is a native of
Tennessee who after leaving the military
became a radio broadcaster and station
owner.
Lunch will be served at 11 a.m. and Mr.
Freeland will speak at approximately 12:30
p.m. AB interested persons are invited.

A reception in honor of Peggy Bazzell who is
retiring after 37 years of service will be at the Heritage Bank North
Office, 1601 North 12th St., on Fnday from 2 to 6 p.m. The public
is invited.

Photo pcoviaeo
GIRLS VISIT: Lucy and MiIly Mackey of Searcy, Ark., stopped
by The Plaid Rabbit while visiting their grandmother, Karen S.
Bolls of Murray They are pictured with Karen Cain, owner.
The firm carries the clothing line, Emmilu, which is designed
and owned by the girls' mother, Kelly Bolls Mackey, formerly
of Murray.

Painting From the Heart with
Watercolor with Lisa Baechtle
as instructor will be Saturday.
Aug. 22, from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
"This workshop will focus on
process, not product. Through
the process of discovery anf
exploration, participants will
inspire creativity by working
with spontaneity and imagination. and learning to bring
expression to their process."
said Danielson. The cost will be
$50 for guild members and $75
for non members.
For more information or to
register contact the Guild at
753-4059 or e-mail murrayartguild@murray-ky.net. The guild
is oopen from 10 a.m. to 3 jp.m..
Tuesday through Friday.

Emmanuel Baptist Church, 614 St. Rt. 121 North. Murray, will
have Vacation Bible School today (Thursday) and Friday from 6 to
8 p.m. and Saturday from 10 a.m. to 12 noon. The theme is
"Children After God's Own Heart." Pastor Terry Wilson and the .
church invite all children to attend. For a nde call 753-3292.

Concerned Tax Payers to meet
Concerned Tax Payers of Calloway (non-partisan) will meet
today (Thursday)from 2 to 4 p.m. in the annex of Calloway County
Public Library. All persons are invited. For information call 7538565.

Legion Post 73 will meet
Amencan Legion Post 173 will meet tonight(Thursday)at 7 p.m.
at the Legion Veterans' Hall, 310 Bee Creek Dr., Murray. A focus on
the discussion of activities planned for coming months will be held.
All veterans are invited. For more information cal! Post Commander
Amos McCarty at 293-1320 or 761-5709.

TOPS Chapter will meet
TOPS (take off pounds sensibly) Chapter #469 will meet today
(Thursday) at 5:15 p.m. in the annex of Calloway Public Library.
For information call Stephanie Cunningham at 753-6646.

Reformers'group will meet
Reformers' Unanimous, a faith based addictions program. will
meet every Friday from 7 to 9 p.m. at Eastwood Baptist Church. The
public is invited. Child care is provided. For more information or for
a ride call the church office at 753-1834.

Shrine Bingo on Friday
Murray Shrine Club Bingo will be Friday at 6:30 p.m. at the club
building on Ky. 121 North, Murray. The public is invited.

John T. Polk II

The Law Offices of

Friendship Church of Christ

Gregory, Easley & Ernstberger
Proudly Announce

Of 23-26, 2009
Song Leader: Hayden Rogers
Thurs., July 23
Fri., July 24
Sat., July 25
Sun., July 26
Sun., July 26
Sun., July 26

7:30 pm
7:30 pm
7:30 pm
10:00 am
11:00 am
7:30 pm

"Who is God?"
"Where is He?"
"What is Truth?"
"Why are you Here?"
"Lessons from David"
"When are the End Times?"

10 miles east of Murray on Hwy. 94 - turn right on 1346 - follow signs.
For additional information call(270)970-0076

MUrTS3

MITCHELL T. RYAN
Has joined the firm as an associate.
A native of Murray & Calloway County, Ryan and his wife. Julia are returning
home from Florence, Boone County, Kentucky. where he received his
Law Degree from Northern Kentucky University and practiced in the areas of
Personal Injury. Criminal and Domestic/Family law with the law offices of
Busald, Funk, Zevely. P.S.C. He will now be engaged in the
general practice of law in Calloway and surrounding counties.

204 South 6th Street•753-2633
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PADUCAH,Ky. - One of the
most successful duos of the
1970s, Kenny Loggins and Jim
Messina will hit the stage at the
Carson Center on Saturday.
Sept. 5 at 7:30 p.m. Tickets go
on sale Monday, July 27 at 10
Over 35 years since first
"Sinin' In" together, Loggins
and Messina are again side-byside in an unexpected and
unlikely return of the most successful duo of the early '70s - a
group whose most enduring
songs were so well-crafted that
they have never really gone
away. After their split in 1977,
both artists established solo
careers releasing several albums
each.
Though Loggins & Messina's
first greatest hits collection was
called "Best Of Friends," both
men confess that their relationship has long been a complex
and sometimes difficult one.
When they first met, Messina
was already a well-established
success story, having produced
and played with the legendary
band Buffalo Springfield and
later with the country-rock pioneers Poco. Loggins, mean-

apart by the unusual nature of
their working relationship and
by what Messina calls a "divide
and conquer strategy that's been
around since Napoleonic times."
In the decades apart, Loggins
established himself as a solo
artist with a senes of albums
starting with I977's -Celebrate
Me
Home,"
I978's
"Nightwatch," 1979's "Keep
The Fire." 1980's "Alive,"
1982's "High
Adventure,"
1985's "Vox Humana," 1988's
"Back To Avalon," 199I's "Leap
Of Faith," I993's "Outside:
From The Redwoods," I994's
"Return To Pooh Corner,"
1997's "Yesterday, Today,
Tomorrow: The Greatest Hits of
Kenny Loggins" and -The
Unimaginable Life," 1998's
"December," 2000*s "More
Songs From Pooh Corner,"
2002's "The Essential Kenny
Loggins," 2003's "It's About
Time," 2007's "How About
Now," and his newest children's
CD on Walt Disney Records'
Disney Pearl Series "All Join
In," as well as a number of
soundtrack contnbutions.
During this period, Messina
recorded five solo albums:

The Murray Art Guild will be hosting several
upcoming workshops. To sign up, call 753-4056.
The Youth Weaving Workshop with instructor
Eileen Wirsig will be Monday and Tues. July 27
from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m. and Wednesday from 9 a.m.
to noon. The cost is $75 for both guild members
and non-members. Panicipants will design individual projects as they learn to warp and weave.
Class size is limited.

1979's
"Oasis,"
1981's
"Messina." I983's -One More
Mile" and I996's "Watching
The River Run Revisited."
Messina also reunited with Poco
for the 1989 album "Legacy." as
well as establishing
the
Songwriters'
Performance
Workshop whose purpose,
explains Messina. "is to empower amateurs."
Until a series of low-key benefit performances together in the
middle of this decade, there had
been little contact between the
two men. As for hitting the road
again, both men want to celebrate the past while leaving the
future an open and intriguing
question. The new tour represents what Messina calls "a
great and meaningful opportunity."
Loggins adds. "I'm especially looking forward to the L&M
audiences. I love to sec the good
old friends from the '70s. and
the ones we made in '05 too, as
Kenny Loggins and Jim Messina
well as the friends I've picked
up as a soloist along the way.
Tickets may be purchased by Box Office is located at IOC
This reunion proves to me that calling the Box Office at (270) Kentucky
Ave. in Paducah, with
anything is possible. Now we 450 4444 or on-line at www.the- hours
Monday to Friday from 10
get to see where it goes from carsoncenter.org. Carson Center
a.m. to 5 p.m.
here."

MSU professor featured on KET

"Painting From the Heart with Watercolor"
with instructor Lisa Baechtle will be Saturday,
Author Squire Babcock, mg on pool tables before enterAug. 22, from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. The cost is $50 for associate professor of English
ing an undergraduate program at
guild members and $75 for non-members. This and philosophy and director of
the University of Massachusetts.
workshop will focus on process, not product. the Master of Fine Arts in
Babcock speaks candidly about
Through the process of discovery and exploration, Creative Writing program at
a turning point in his life: his
participants will inspire creativity by working with Murray State University, dis- arrest
and felony conviction of
spontaneity and imagination. Learn to bring cusses his debut novel, "The heroin
possession. Throughout
expression to your process.
King of Gaheena," on the next these periods, he says. he main"One to One with Bill tained a passion for books and
Goodman." The program airs reading.
Sunday at noon Central time on
Then, the author talks about
There is no charge to participate Mayfield. The Center is accessi- KET1 and Tuesday at 6:30 p.m. "The King of Gaheena." Set in
and artists are welcome to price ble to individuals with disabili- on KET2.
1972. the novel follows a 20their work for sale.
First, Babcock discusses his year-old Louisville man from a
ties and is open Tuesday through
In order to hang work, draw- Friday 10 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. and background, including stints as a wealthy family whose parents
ings and paintings must have Saturday 10 a.m. to 1 p.m. ballroom dancing instructor, are killed in a car accident and
wires on the frames or be mat- Admission is free.
hunting guide, cotton gin leave him their family business.
employee, farm hand and jour- Babcock discusses his decadested. Poets and writers need to
nalist. The Louisville native also long writing process and the sigpresent their work in a disspent a decade selling and work- nificance of some of the novel's
playable format - either framed,
matted or in book form. Phone
the art center at (270) 247-6971
with any questions.
The Mayfield/Graves County
Art Guild is a non-profit community arts center located in the
historic Ice House, 120 North
8th St. (corner of North and
The
Kentucky
Theatre
North Eighth Streets) in Association
is pleased to
announce its New Play Award
contest, "Writing Roots of the
Bluegrass."
8 p.m. Friday and "World
This award is open to past or
Champion harmonica man" current Kentucky residents, and
Ronnie Murphy will perform at 8 is free to all. Writers of all stage
p.m. Saturday. For tickets. call play genres (except musicals)
(270) 527-3869 or 1-888-459- are encouraged to submit. The
8704.
final deadline for submission is
Aug. 15.
• The Maiden Alley Cinema in
Three finalists will receive
downtown Paducah will show travel accommodations to the
'Away We Go,' directed by Sam annual KTA fall conferepce,
Mendes. through Sunday and where a staged reading of their
the classic 1952 musical, work will occur. The winning
"Singin' in the Rain," will play play will receive a $250 cash
Dr. Alesnik is certified
Sunday at 4 p.m. For more pnze, and all 3 finalists' work
by the American Board
dotal's, visit www.maidenall- will be promoted by KTA within
eyc•nema.org.
the Kentucky theatre network.
of Thoracic Surgery
Full details, including subTo add an event to the arts mission guidelines and contact
calendar, contact Hawkins information, are available on the
THORACIC SURGERY
Teague
at
753-1916 or KTA website: http://www.theRESIDENCY:
hteague C murrayledger.corn
atreky.org.

Ice House Gallery accepting entries
MAYFIELD, Ky. - Through
he month of August the
ayfield/Graves County Art
uild will host its 18th annual
pen community show at the Ice
ouse Gallery. All visual and
terary artists in the atea are
ncouraged to participate in the
xhibition. People just beginng to create art as well as those
th more experience are invitd to show their work. Artists
e asked to deliver their work
or display during the last two
eeks of July; beginning July
6th until the deadline for entry
n July 31. Please call ahead to
eserve a space for your work

Arts in the Region
• The John Sutton Band will
play tonight (Thursday) at the
Big Apple Cafe. Echo Grey will
play Tuesday. Guerilla Poetry
will play Wednesday and
Hammertorch will play next
Thursday, July 130. Music
starts at 9 p.m. There is a $5
cover charge and weekend
shows are limited to ages 21 and
older.

ions program, will
laptist Church. The
information or for

• Draffenville's Kentucky Opry
presents "Stars of Tomorrow" at

Lre returning
ived his
the areas of
offices of
he
:les.

while, was a young singer-songwnter with far less expenence,
but with talent to burn as evidenced by early compositions
like "House At Pooh Corner"
and "Danny's Song." Then
"Sittin' In" in 1971, originally
envisioned as a one-off joint
release intended to introduce
Loggins as part of a Messina
six-album production deal with
Columbia Records, became a
smash hit.
So, by public demand, this
accidental duo was created. In
the next few years, a senes of
albums would follow in rapid
order - 1972's "Loggins &
Messina," I973's "Full Sail."
I974's double-live "On Stage,"
the same year's "Mother Lode,"
I975's cover song set "So Fine"
and 1976's "Native Sons." "The
Best of Friends" collection followed later that year and in 1977
another live album fittingly
called "Finale." With that,
Loggins & Messina, who had
sold 16 million albums and
become one of rock's most popular draws, was over and apparently done. In retrospect, the
once close connection between
Loggins & Messina was torn

Murray Art Guild announces workshops

• Harvest Land Ministries
presents the animated film
"Surf's Up" around 7:30 p.m.
Friday in the Central Park
Amphitheater as part of its summer "Movies in the Park" series.

er

hteagueesturrayledger.cose

Loggins and Messina reunion comes to Paducah

69 will meet today
vay Public Library.
753-6646.

:30 p.m. at the club
s invited.

1111MISIF

KTA to hold
contest for
playwrights

Lourdes Nit-inc.:11 SiIi N‘elcomes

,14)sei)11 P. Alesniki 1V1.1).
Sinwer_i•

Balor College of Medicine
Houston, TX

GOSPEL MEETING
Sunday, July a

motifs, including fire and playing cards.
Finally. Babcock addresses
Kentucky's literary culture and
explains why he believes there is
a renewed interest in wnting.
"One to One with Bill
Goodman" is a KET production,
produced by Goodman and
Cindy Asher. Following the
broadcast, "One to One" is
available
for
on-demand
videostream
viewing
at
www.ketorg/onetoone and podcasting at www.ketorg/rss.
More information about KET
programming and education
services, as well as how to sup-1
port KET, can be found at
www.ket.org.

ay, July 31st

Sunday Bible Classes 9:30 am
Sunday Services to:3o am & 7:30 pm
Nightly 7:oo pm
Speaker - Roger Scully

GENERAL SURGERY
RESIDENCY:
General Surgery,
University of Louisville
School of Medicine
MEDICAL SCHOOL:
Universit) of South Florida
College of Medicine
Tampa, FL
- Fite RcHon's

\lost \AIN anced( ardiothoracic team

COME FELLOWSHIP WITH US.

Dexter Church of Christ

HEART & LING SURGERY
r,:nding .4thwunl CardaVrhOrIk h

For more information call(270)437-3871 or
e-mail dextercoc@wk.net.
157 walnut St, - Dexter, KY 42036
Website: www.dextercoc.org

Surskal

Lourdes Marshall Nemer Pavilion
1532 Lone Oak Rd., Suite 445
Paducah, KY 42003

270-538-5830

LOURDES
Your life. Your choice.
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Houston, we have
no problems
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ASTROS
COMPLETE SWEEP
OF REDBIRDS

TOMMY DILLARD !Ledger & Times
Murray football players receive instruction from coaches during a recent practice. The
Tigers began fall practice July 15 and
open the season Aug. 21 against Madisonville-North Hopkins.

HOUSTON (AP) — Miguel
Tejada refused to get down after
missing the opportunity to drive
in a run with the Houston Astros
trailing by one and the bases
loaded in the seventh inning
Wednesday night.
He just hoped to get another
chance.
He did.
Tejada singled in the winning
run with two outs in the ninth
inning, helping the Astros beat
the St. Louis Cardinals 4-3 to
complete a three-game sweep of
their NL Central rival.
"In the seventh I was out with
the bases loaded so I just put it in
my mind that it doesn't matter
what you do at one at-bat, more
at-bats are coming," Tejada said
calling the hit his favorite as an
Astro. "When 1 (came) up in the
ninth in that situation I just said:

TIGERS' FUTURE MAY RUN
'THROUGH DEESE HOUSEHOLD

'I've got to help my team here
and try to be the guy."
Trailing 3-2 entering the
ninth, Ivan Rodriguez led off
with a single against Cardinals
closer Ryan Franklin and scored
when Chris ('aste, subbing for
the injured Lance Berkman. doubled on a long fly to center field
that was just out of the reach of
Colby Rasmus.
Tejada was mobbed by most
of his teammates near the mound
after his hit.
The win pulled the Astros
within a game of the Centralleading Cardinals after trailing
by six games a month ago and
nine on May 31.
"This is the closest we've
been to the top since I've been
here," Astros manager Cecil
Cooper said. "It feels good."
Cardinals manager Tony La
Russa was unhappy his team let
this one get away.
"We thought we were going to
get a really good win, but we
ended up with a tough loss," he
said.
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DUNCAN PLANS TO GO WITH QUARTERBACK PLATOON
By TOMMY DILUMD
He burst onto the scene in a
Sports Wnter
crucial early-season district
When Steve Duncan talks matchup at Caldwell County
about his Murray team's sum- when he put the Tiger offense on
mer progress, two names begin his back, carrying for 118 yards
to repeat themselves.
and scoring both of Murray's
They just so happen to be touchdowns in a 14-6 win.
brothers.
After returning from injury,
Jr. fact, it's hard to underesti- he reached the century mark
mate the effect the Deese family again in an upset win in the regcan have on the Tigers future.
ular-season finale at Owensboro
Matt Deese, the bruising Catholic.
power back who earned for 100This summer, he has added
plus yards in both of Murray's speed, running a 4.8-second 40biggest victories of the 2008 yard-dash at a Kentucky camp
season, figures to be the feature in Lexington.
runner in Duncan's wishbone
"We're expecting big things
attack this fall.
from Matt Deese," Duncan said
His younger brother, Kendall prior to Tuesday's practice.
Deese. an athletic but under- "He'll really be a force to be
sized sophomore ripe with dealt with. I think people will
potential, has caught Duncan's know a lot about him before the
eye over the summer and could season's over."
be the Tigers' quarterback of the
While Matt figures to be one
future.
of the most integral pieces to
But the Deese brothers' simi- Murray's puzzle this season,
larities end with their shared Kendall may be a year away
bloodline.
from becoming an impactful
Though he spent the middle varsity player.
part of the 2008 season sidelined
Exactly how much of an
with an ankle injury, Matt is impact he can have may depend
somewhat of a known commod- on how much he grows.
ity.
But that hasn't stopped
He carried for 533 yards dur- Duncan from heaping praise on
ing an abbreviated sophomore the rising sophomore. who
season arid averaged 5.2 yards stands just 5-foot-7 and weighs
per carry as the most powerful just 125 pounds.
runner in Murray's arsenal.
"He's young and he doesn't

have the weight and size yet, but
boy, I've been coaching a pretty
good while and he's really going
to be something special," said
Duncan, who believes Kendall
is just beginning to hit his
growth spurt.
"If he was about 15 pounds
heavier, he'd be something special this year. But he's got a lot
of talent and I'm excited about
his future."
Kendall could get some looks
behind center this season —
Duncan says he plans to go with
a
quarterback-by-committee
approach — but most of the
snaps are likely to fall to juniors
Alex Stephens and Christian
Duncan.
The platoon of signal-callers
will be charged with replacing
three-year
starter
Jordan
Garland, who will suit up for
Division II Harding this fall.
The hope is that returning
depth on the offensive line and
at running back will help ease
the transition for Stephens and
Duncan.
Starting guard Robbie Jones
practiced for the first time
Tuesday after undergoing surgery earlier this summer, giving
Murray's line a healthier look.
Of his two most prominent
quarterbacks. Duncan says
Stephens is the better passer and
Christan Duncan the better run-

DATE
8-21
8-28
9-4
9-11
9-18
9-25
+0-2
10-9
10-18
10-23
10-30

'50 Cink' hoping name and win stick
OPEN CHAMPIONSHIP
WINNER COMES HOME
TO CELEBRATE
ATLANTA (AP) — Stewart Cink came
home to show off his latest trophy and new
hickname.
Cink, a former Georgia Tech golfer who
lives near Atlanta in Duluth. Wednesday
talked about his British Open championship
after returning to Atlanta.
The biggest win in Cink's career was not
popular with golf fans who were pulling for
59-year-old Tom Watson.
Cink tied Watson, the five-time Open
champion, with what he called "the biggest
putt of my career by far" on the 18th hole of
the final round on Sunday. Cink defeated
Watson in a four-hole playoff by six strokes
for his first major victory.
After spoiling Watson's fairy-tale ending.
Cink was roasted in some local newspapers.
The Scottish Sun called him "Stewart
Stink." The Telegraph referred to him as "the
giant ogre in a children's story," and "the
Shrek of Turnberry."
Even so, the claret jug awarded to Open
champions belongs to Cink for a year.
He said he has used the claret jug for more
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than the celebratory pint of Guinness he
poured in after his victory.
Cink drank champagne from the trophy
with friends in Atlanta on Tuesday night,
shared pictures of it with his Twitter followers and joked that he had trouble deciding
which cup to use for his morning glass of
orange juice.
He said he has also let his children drink
water and Coca-Cola from the jug.
"It's not going to see a lot of case time."
Cink said.
Cink flew from New York to Atlanta
Tuesday night in time to watch his appearance on the Late Show with David
Letterman. Cink said he hopes his visit with
Letterman will help earn him a new nickname he would prefer to "ogre" or "Shrek."
Item No. 3 on Letterman's Top 10 list,
read by Cink, was the suggested nickname:
50 Cink, a reference to rapper 50 Cent.
"I'm hoping that one sticks," Cink said.
"Tiger (Woods) calls me 'Kitchen' and he
thinks he came up with it."
Of all the congratulatory calls and e-mails
Cink received, the NHL fan said he was most
excited about messages from his favonte
hometown team.
Cink said the messages from Atlanta
Thrashers players were the ones he had to
show off.
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ner.
"We'll probably alternate
them a lot," he said. "I've been
impressed with Alex's running
and Christian is getting better
with his passing. Kendall will be
behind them and he is really
going to be something."
Duncan is also high on
returning lineman Robert Olive
and defensive back Brandon
Wicks. Both attended the Beat
the Heat combine in Atlanta
over the summer and were invited back for a second, filtered
combine.
Olive will be a junior and
Wicks will be a senior.
The Tigers begin practicing
in pads Aug. 1 and host a scrimmage on Aug. 14, where they'll
play
Lone
Oak
and
Hopkinsville.
Murray opens its season Aug.
21 with a home game against
Madisonville-North Hopkins.

JOHN PAUL FILO / AP
Stewart Cink, left, is congratulated by
David Letterman after Cink delivered the
Top Ten List on the set of "The Late
Show with David Letterman" in New
York, Tuesday night.
"When I got those messages, I had to
show all my family." Cink said. —That was an
extreme cool factor."
Cink said he also received messages from
Jack Nicklaus and Andy Roddick.
Cink is the second former Georgia Tech
player to win the Bntish Open this decade.
David Duval won the tournament in 2001.
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Houston catcher Ivan Rodriguez (77) lifts teammate Miguel
Tejada as they celebrate Tejada's game-winning RBI-singie
against St. Louis in the ninth inning Wednesday in Houston.
The Astros' Jeff Keppinger scored on Tejada's single as the
Astros beat the Cardinals 4-3.
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NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD
American League Standings
All Times CDT
East Division
W
L Pat GB
New York
57 37 606
—
Boston
55 39 585
2
lampa Bay
52 435.47 51/2
Toronto
47 48 49510 1.2
Baltimore
41 53 436
16
Central Division
W IPet GB
Detroit
49 43 533
—
Chicago
49 45 521
1
Minnesota
48 47 505 21/2
Kansas Crtv
37 57 394
13
Cleveland
37 58 38913 1/2
West Division
W
L Pct GB
Los Angeles
55 38 591
—
Texas
52 41 559
3
Seattle
50 44 532 5 1/2
Oakland
40 53 430
15
-- --Wednesday's Games
N Y Yankees 6 Baltimore 4
Oakland 16. Minnesota 1
Seattle 2 Detroit I
Toronto 10. Cleveland 6
Texas 3 Boston 1
LA Angels 9 Kansas City 6
Chicago White Sox 4, Tampa Bay 3
Thursday's Gaines
Cleveland (D Hutt 4-4) at Toronto
(Rzepczynski 1-1). 11 37 am
Seattle (Washburn 7-6) at Detroit
(French 1-0) 12 05 p m
Tampa Bay (Kazmir 4-5) at Chicago
White Son (Buehrie 10-3), 1 05 pm
Oakland (k4azzaro 2-6) at N.Y Yankees
(Sabathie 9-6). 605 p.m.
Minnesota IS Baker 8-7) at L.A. An9els
(Jer Weaver 10-3), 9 05 p.m
Friday's Games
Chicago While Sox at Detroit, 1206
pm. 1st gems
Chicago WNW Sox at Detroit, 6 05
p m , 2nd game
Oakland at N Y Yankees, 605 pm
Tampa Bay at Toronto 6 07 p m
Baltimore at Boston, 6 10 p m
Tetras at Kansas City, 7 10 p m
Minnesota at L A Angels. 9 05 p m
Cleveland at Seattle. 9 10 p m

National League Standings
All limes CDT
East Division
W
L Pct GB
Philadelphia
53 39 576
—
Atlanta
49 46 516 5t'2
Florida
49 47 510
6
New York
44 50 468
10
Washington
28 66 298
26
Central Division
W
L Pct GB
St Louis
51 46 526
—
Chicago
48 45 516
1
Houston
49 46 516
1
Milwaukee
48 47 505
2
Cincinnati
4-4 50 468 5 12
Pittsburgh
42 524.47 7 12
West Division
W
L Pet GB
Los Angeles
61 34.642
—
Colorado
52 43 547
9
San Francisco
50 44 53210 1/2
Arizona
40 55 421
21
San Diego
37 58 389
24

Wednesday's Games
Pittsburgh 8. Milwaukee 7
Chicago Cubs 10, Philadelphia 5
Colorado 4. Arizona 3
Florida 5, San Diego 0
Washington 3, N V Mets 1
Atlanta 4 San Francisco 2
Houston 4, St Louis 3
L A Dodgers 6, Cincinnati 2
Thursday's Games
San Francisco IZrto 5-101st Atlanta
(Kawakami 5-7), 12 10 p m
San Diego (Correia 6-7) at Philadelphia
(Hamels 5-5),6 05 pm
St Louis (Wainwright 10-6) at
Washington (Baiester 0-0). 605 p m
Pittsburgh (Morton 2-2) at Arizona
(Haren 10-5). 8 40 p m
Friday's Games
Cincinnati at Chicago Cubs. 1 20 p.m.
San Diego at Washington 605 pm.
St Louis at Philadelphia. 60S pm
Atlanta at Mitwaukee. 7 05 p m
NY Mets at Houston 7 05 p m.
San Francisco at Colorado, 1310 p.m.
Pittsburgh at Arizona. 8 40 p m
Florida al L A Dodgeis. 9 10 p m
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GET THIS IXI
AD FOR ONLY
$7100 PER
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CALL 753-1216

Nalp Wiled
DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
-help wanted- section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murrayledger.com
you will be redirected
to pbnetwrirk.com.
By *fault.
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this website.
However, as a national
website. not all listings
on the rtmetwork.com
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings Thank you

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their
own
risk.
Although persons and
companies mentioned
herein are believed to
be reputable. The
Murray
Ledger
&
Times, nor any of its
employees accept any
responsibility whatsoever for their activities.

DRIVER position
Well established company is taking applications for the Hardin
area Applicants must
be dependable, hard
working and relate well
with
customers.
Seeking driver for local
deliveries with a class
A CDL Excellent benefits
Please send
resumes to P.O. Box
14, Hardin, KY 42048
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LOST: In the Almo
area, Family pet,
Black & Tan Beagle
(male) w/collar,
answers to Victor Call
759-2599 or 873-9127
REWARD offered: Lost
diamond and white
gold tringular pendant,
very
unique. Lost
Saturday at Chestnut
Hills. 731-336-6075.

1111111',

Others: OTR Great
pay 8 Benefits.
Pd vac. bonuses.
Tarp pay, COL-A
or/lye recent
flatbed exp.
888-567-4880
HOME
Decor
Company search for a
marketing assistant.
For immediate i:ionsideration, please fax
resume and cover letter to 270-856-3471.
LEGAL
Assistant:
Local law office seeking qualified applicant
for full-time position of
legal assistant. Duties
include transcription
and general office
duties. Must be proficient in
Microsoft
Word Previous legal
experience preferred.
Available
benefits
include
competitive
wage, paid vacation
days, employer contribution to health insurance, and IRA plan
Please send resume
with cover letter to PO
Box 1075. Murray, KY
42071.
THE real estate business can change your
life at CENTURY 21.
Submit your resume at
CENTURYjob0aol.co

Practical Dental
Assisting
Registration is now
open class begins on
Sept. 12, 2009.
Classes are scheduled
on Saturdays for 11
wa131(0, allowing you to
keep your present lob
while you gain sells for
a rewarding career.
Most dental assistants
have evenings, weekends, and holidays off
Information and registration forms available
a
www.bohltidentalco
m or call our office
270-442-0256
Financing Available
Enrollment is Limited!

&Odder*
AFFORDABLE child
care 227-7189
DEPENDABLE loving
childcare. 293-9794.
HOUSECLEANING
270-293-5806

PORTABLE welding
service
for
sale.
Complete equipment
included. For details
call 753-1729.

MOM COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
Repairs/Upgrades
759.3558

11111to
.
IrI
Q0217111134tQf
The Mayfield Graves
County YMCA is seeking an energetic. highly
organized
selfstarter to be part of its
team as their Child
Coordinator
Care
This 30 hour a week
pan-time lob will consist of coordinating the
YMCA's eight after
school programs and
its staff to ensure that
they are compliant with
ooth state regulations
and STARS Level 2
requirements
Qualifications
A
Bachelor's
Degree
preferred in a related
field and 3 years work
related
experience
This position has the
possibility to develop
'silo a full-tiMe, exempt
position with benefits
Please
submit
resumes to PO Box
402. Mayfield, KY
42066 or fax 270-2476497
Deadline to apply is
July 31
No phone calls please

fldI 501,411•11,h erg tO

310"1,

TOM'S Grille now hiring all positions.
753-4521
The Place to
Start....Murray
Ledger'& Times
270 753-1916

ANTIQUES Call Larry
753-3633
BUYING
Junk cars, trucks and
tractors 436-5235,
227-6004
BUYING old U.S Coin
collections.
Paying
Blue Book value
293-6999
CASH paid for
good, used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S 12th
Murray.
GOOD used carpeting,
air cond., elec. baseboard & gas heaters,
elec range refrigerator. storm windows.
etc 753-4109
190
Articles
For We
BODACIOUS Swee
Corn for sale Ready
Friday. Call 293-7917
or 767-0285
HEAVY duty
grocery/Convenient
mart shelving Can be
seen at 408 N 12th
Make offer. 753-4663

HORSE shoe counter
or bar. $300
293-9040.

Orw wisif No Bedroom Apralmenty
Csittrel Nemit • Air
dob -ACalinVIG APPLICATIONS 1W4 OPPICEIMIltilAli-12PM•l PM-4 PM

SONY Flat Panel TV's
Full line of at Sony flat
panei TV's. All the
newest makes end
models
including
Sony's
Best
XBR
series On display for
free delivery & set-up,
custom
surround
sound installation also
available Guaranteed
lowest prices, locally
owned and operated.
Come in see these
magnificent TV's in
action
Murray
Electronics, Inc., corner of 8th and Arcadia.
rnurrayelectronocsinc.00fr
(270)753-7567

LARGE
.SELECTION
USED APPL1AN( S
WARD ELKINS

(270) 753-171
Hoes Futrashlrap
ALL FURNITURE and
Mattresses on Sale!
Memory foam
Queen-sets $299.95.
Carraway Furniture,
105 N. 3rd. 753-1502
TOP quality
consignment furniture,
accessories and
antiques
Read Interior*
603 Mair, St
753-6361
Maki
PIANO lessons for
children age 4-teens
$1000 per 30 minute
lesson. Contact Knstin
(731)336-1787

'OWNER Finance16x80 3BR, 2Ba on
3.5 acres
$2.950
down, $545 a month.
3380 Guthrie Rd.,
Pans 270-753-1011
-Owner Fincance**
16x80 3BR, 28A
$2,950
down,
$495/mo.
2220
Wrather Rd
270-753-1011
1994 Fleetwood 16x80
38R. 2BA, must move
Asking $16,000
270-753-1856
2002 Clayton 16x80
vinyl siding, 38R, 2BA,
excellent
condition.
270-489-2525.
Homo For Nat
2BR, 38R, $275.00
753-6012

$110 per month. Nice
clean park
Newe
homes only 492-8488

1 BR apt, various ioa
cations Coleman RE
Move in free days
753-9898
1BR 1.5 blocks from
University $225/mo
753-5992

NEON BEACH
MINI STORAGE
812 Whltnell

SCOOTERS, almost
new. Under 30 miles
each. $500/ea firm.
227-0158.

your 3141.9

We Offer:
•All Size Units
• 24/7 Surveillance
• Electricity
• Climate Control

•Mairran. tY 42071

/ 153-8556
ThO 1410-318-1833 Est 210
MC Malanran PENT WIT1111 YEAR LEASE

WOOD bedroom suite,
alto saxophone
978-2352

VISA
Ammon

n

Aides
Forbes

TAKING
APPLICATIONS

The Thseaurer's
Sidalsgnea for Ftheal
year 2008-2009 hats
been tiled in the
Calloway County
Clerk'a 081ce The
Audit will be available
when approved by the
State Auditor.

ning RBI-single

.clay in Houston.

010 Leips1 Notice
020 Ileece
Ma Personas
Ni leranciel
040 INeerieste eximen
Ni Lear NA Found
Ni help esesee
ON Peollion Wailed
Oil Deem&•Clekkers
100 Owings* Opportunity
110 fiedirere0
120 Ceapsiews
IL
Appliame Parrs
140 Ware To Soy
150 01000 For See
105 Appaenoes
103 Hone Fornieninp.
IN Anapas
ISO Lam a Green

To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephen
s or Ashley Morris
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.-Office Hours: Monday
-Friday 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.• Fax: 753-1927

NOTICE
Advertisers are
requested to check
the first Insertion of
their ad for any
error. Murray Ledger
& Times will be
responsible for only
one Incorrect Insertion Any error
Should be
reported immediatiely so corrections can
be made.

AVID J. PHILLIP / AP
ammate Miguel

THURSDAY
JULY 23, 2009

Ave.• 753-3853

MOVING SALE
912 N. 113TH ST.
www.murraykyapartments.cotn
FRIDAY

270-767-9111
Specializing in newly built
1 & 2 Bedroom Apartments
Water, sewer. trash & Cable TV included

7:00-3:00
SATURDAY
7:00-1:00

Appliances included. No PETS!

NO EARLY
SALES!

usu*sForR.1 I
1 OR 2br apts. near
downtown
Murray.
Lease and deposit
required. 753-4109.
1BR & 29R apartments available. Great
location. 1 year lease
1 month deposit, no
pets. 753-2905
1BR,
unfurnished,
neer campus, no pots,
non-smoking
unit,
$260
per
month.
Available about August
1211,. 753-5980.
2 BR apt near MSU.
Move in free days.
Coleman RE
753-9898
2, 38R available.
Various locations.
Coleman RE.
753-9898
28R Duplex, CA-VA,
all appliances, newly
remodeled, 1003-8
Northwood.
(270)753-0259
213R duplex, nice.
C/H/A, appliances furnished. Various locations Coleman RE
753-9898
2BR townhorne loft
1.5BA, W/D, 2-car
garage. $650/rent,
5500/depose.
1 -year lease, no pets.
(270)293-3904 1401
Diuguid Dr.
28R. very nice, great
country .new CAVA,
appliances, no pets
Coleman RE
753-9898
4 BR, 2 BA, all appliances. Move in free
days. Coleman RE
753-9898
DUPLEX 2BR, w/d,
C/H/A. 753-0606.
DUPLEX Lynn Grove
on 94W. Large. 28R,
1.5 bath, garage, all
appliances,
CIFI/A,
water, sewer, and trash
pick-up furnished 1
small
indoor
pet
allowed
$675 mo.
293-7404
LARGE
townhouse
duplex in quiet neighborhood. 2I3R. 2BA.
fireplace, garage -nice.
(270)227-1438.

LARGE 38R apt,
newly remodeled, on
campus. Cht/A, WAD,
$600 water. sewage &
trash furnished, no
pets 759-4696.
293-4600
NOW LEASING
1. 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Fnday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1-800-648-6056

\

VICTORIAN one bedroom 5 miles from
Murray in Lynn Grove
arse. Newly
remodeled, Large
deck with urea,. view.
reingerator.
stove Very
quiet. All utilities paid
including electnc
$600/rno plus deposit.
No
lease required
270-492-8211
1111L
ITRant
--ler
$395/1•10, all utilities,
Internet & cable
(812)844-0471

Ilig

ales Far Ilaal

\AM (IN \
111I? \ 1.1

MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available
753-2905.
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
•inside climate control
storage
•Secunly alarmed
.Safe & clean
•We sell boxes!
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600.

3 BR, 2 BA wi 5 acres
and horse barn for
rent Available August
1st. (270) 293-5215
38R very nice, carport
hardwood floors Also
48R, 2BA Coleman
RE
753-9898
501 South 6th St. 3
BR, 1 BA, dining, living, bonus rooms,
washer, dryer, refrigerator, stove, dishwasher, fenced, lease .No
pets. 270-761-1317.
5BR brick, 2. 5 BA.
CR-VA all appliances.
in Hazel, enclosed
backyard $625-idep.,
references, lease, no
pets. 753-1059.
fTlidE 2-BR house, in
county, no pets. $500
deposit/lease
(270)293-5649
260
Menge
A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

'

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell: (270)293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F

FRIDAY A
SATURDAY

1997 Chevy S-10,

GARAGE
SALE
1109
CIRCARAMA
FRI 8-5
SAT 8-12
clothes,
bookcases,

etc.

ESTATE TAG SALE
1951
POTTERTOWN RD
1-1/2 mites East of
East Elementary
FRI JULY 24
SAT JULY 25
8-5
2 COUChN, chairs,
tables, lamps, dining
room a bedroom sues,
deep freeze, camped
washer,dryer. 1710C.
tams

MUL11-FAMILY
YARD SALE
294 ALMO RD.
5 MILES NORTH OF
MURRAY
THURSDAY &
FRIDAY
6:00-12:00
Clothing including
petites. boys, name
brand, sports equipment, toys electronics, appliances and
more

YARD SALE

3 FAMILY

1414 STADIUM

YARD SALE

VIEW DR.

900 OLIVE ST.

'THURSDAY.

SATURDAY

FRIDAY &

8:00-1:00

SATURDAY

Household. antiques,

8:004:00

Otis size women

Too much to

clothing, furniture,

mention

ELLIS CENTER HOMEMAKERS
CRAFT SHOW
SATURDAY JULY 25, 2009
8AM-2PM
ELLIS CENTER
630 ELLIS DRIVE

2 BR, very nice.
Coleman RE.
753-9898

2&3 Bedroom houses
Lynn Grove, Murray
94East. ease &
deposit required
753-4109

YARD SALE
101 CALLOWAY
LANE. 94E
MARSHALL/ CALLOWAY CO.
UNE.
FRIDAY &
SATURDAY
8:00-4:00
Old antiques,
furniture, collectibles,
old collectible books
and ceramic

Boy & girt
AL RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
728 S. 4TH ST.
Corso 01121 s Gifted".
teX14 $2.5 1ex15 $ee
(270) 436-2524
(2701 293-6906

1611 WtSWELL RD.

5 sp.

[
1111133Yard Nis

Propels Munspanwre

YARD SALE

H

s Prop, For Rol

Metal building 88x40
insulated 12ft. walls,
gas heat, can be used
as two shops Located
at 406 Sunbury Circle,
Murray. 270-436-2935.
Retail Store in Hazel
5000 SF
plus 960
SF porch.
Reelly nice' Great for
antiques,
restaurant,retail, etc
$1200.00/month 1
year lease
270-492-9211

Cards, crochet, dolls, decorative boxes,
embroidery. gourds jewelry. tote bags,
sun catchers, floral sprays arid wreaths,
chnstmas items and miscellaneous
Doughnuts, coffee and baked goods

All Ilne ads placed In OW paw are
posted on our viebsits tor free!

Apriltt
,
, And out what's I
happening
this summer...
subscribe to the

MURRAY

AUSTRALIAN
Shepherd puppies. Is
shots & wormed. 1270
226-3104, 226-3105.
1 Home Delivery
Load Mail
0:100.y)
DOG Obedience,
1 3as.
&MAO
3ow
436-2858.
1
MINIATURE
lye.-4118.118 6 els.-1163.60
1
yr.-4110.68
Schnauzer pups. 3
blacks. 2 silvers, 4
females, 1 male,
I Rest of KY/TN
AS Odoor PAM
lPeryser IBochserel
Ready 7/23, $350.00
8,8seripdses
Registered, vet
3 me.--VOA 3se.
CheCked, wormed,
6 mo.-....191L80 'as.
raised in loving home
In._ -MUG lye.--8148.81
(270)293-0575
REGISTERED Boston
I Check
Money Order
Visa
M/C.
Terrier stud needed.
Call Stacy 873-8199
Name
1
St.
Address
1
leskick &Sappho
I
City
100% grass-fed lambs I
Zip
no
hormones, no I State__
antibiotics, no grain
Daytime Ph
1 '
436-2602.
Mail this coupon with payment to
Horse
boarding 1
$125/mo. Stall or pas- 1
Murray Ledger & Tames
ture. Located 10 miles 1
P.O. Box 1040
east of Murray. Call 1
Murray, KY 42071
270-293-7314 or
1
Or call (2701 753-1918
270-293-7315

LEDGER&TIMES

CLASSIFIEDS

2B • Thursday, July 23, 2009

PUBLIC AUCTION

Auction

Saturday July 25•10:00AM
at Mr. & Mrs. Eugene Waggoner home at 416 So 16th St.
Murray, KY. Mr. & Mrs. Waggoner have moved to Hickory
Woods and will sell their entire house & furniture.
4 piece White Porvincial bedroom suite with brass head
board w/velvet stool with new Queen mattress & springs,
other queen bed w/matching chest & night stand, odd 6
drawer & 3 drawer chest, old library table, twin beds, knee
hole desk, computer desk, foyer table & mirror, white
couch & chair, glass top table & coffee table, hand painted lamps, floor lamp, stereo, wood arm chair, drop leaf
table. nice cuno cabinet, figurines, mantel vases, round
pedestal table & 6 chairs, nice floral couch, odd chair &
recliner, Panasonic TV, hand made quilts & quilt rack, bar
stools, tea pitcher made in Occ. Japan, hall blue pitcher,
costume jewelry, Ethan Allen maple table & chairs, maple
glass door china cabinet, blue bird lamp, hobnail pieces,
8 pc set of Haviland china clinton pattern w/extras, crystal sherbets, Fostoria wine glasses, 12 crystal water goblets, Reed & Barton siverware w/good tips on handles,
nice old tureen country french ironstone, stainles
s
flatwear, nice brush gold trim china rose pattern, set of
Fista, punch bowl, green depression water pitcher, other
glass pieces, coming ware, tablecloths, Richard Brooks
prints, 10 place Federalist Ironstone dinnerware, ref.
bowls, Holmes & Edwards internal sterling silverware,
wall hanger home sweet home oil lamp, nice pots & pans,
small kitchen appliances, luggage and mud, more.
Not responsible for accidents. Lunch available

Murray Ledger & Times

9 MYRON BOWLING

SIM

PUBLIC AUCTION

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
Formerly Stanley Jones

Corporation & Central Metal Products
(6) Buildings & (13) Vacant Lots in South Fulton, TN

THURSDAY,AUGUST 20th at 10AM
Inspection by Appointment

Kym Kane, NCB Realtors (270) 472-0555 or(731) 335-1487
TERMS:20% deposit due the day of auction. Balance due within 60 days.
7% Buyers Premium added to final bid.
290 West State Une-Approx. 10,466 SF office building reentrance
siestbule. WO/ conference room. planning room, large pont room
iv/vault, copy room. (23) offices, canteen & 40' x 24' common work
area Centraily wired for PBX telephone system and in-house
computer network Blacktop parking.(4) rooftop central HVAC unit
wigas heat. Concrete Nock & too weer construcbon w/steel bar
Kitts & rubber single-pry roof (SELLS AS IS. ABSOLUTE)

danirritetkrircnc

mipirty
KY Lake Cottage
40's. Water Edge RV
Park/ Marina
(270) 438-5321

1

-CIL oril -

ritbUttti ---

ec4

ESTAOLISMED I•16

CURRANKILLER

beautiful large lot, lots
of storage. 759-2475

AUCTION /REALTY,INC.

••• c••
---is- •••••••••14.•••• .1111•••••••••• lid••••••

SPECIAL!!!
This 1x1.5
could be yours
for ONLY $85
per month.
Up to 20 words.
(270)753-1 916

Murray Ledger, & Times Fair
Honaing Act Notice

All real estate advertised heron
't whirl to he Federal Fau
Housing Act which makes ;t
Cavil to advertise any reference imutation or diunmanaton bawd on race mka tettonn. iro handicap familial status or national ongin, or Weibon to make an etch pekeelm linutatiore or decimalsState laws forbid discrimination
in the ask, rental or advernang
of real estate based on factors tn
*claim to thow protected
under federal law
We will luvoringh accept any
advertising for real estate which
the Isa itE
mains /IT hen., Informrd
that all dwellings advertised are
available on an equal opportunity. bass
I.Snoi in snoraturn or

Need to advert's*
your yard salt?

Foe further angina with Fair
Housing Advertising requirements, contact N AA Counrel
Rene 1' Milan.(701 bet-1000

10111111111.911.111111-A
.
11,111.
1 11
.

ar

Ado Pals

College Street, Morris Street, Mott
Street, Thelma Street & Thomas

Street. One lot has been improved
w/a 600 SF concrete block building.

1L 1111.
10 [
11
:
SATURDAY,JULY 25TH 0 9:80 A.M.
1614 Kirkwood Drive • Murray, Kentucky
Directions: tram Meta Street take South lids to
Kirkwood Rini make a rigbt, house as lista
OPEN HOUSE.Judy 19th from 2-4 p.m.
Can new house, toys and auction items
REAL ESTATE SELLS at
3 bedroom 1 5 bath brick borne with deck, detached
garageiworkshop. carport, new cabinets, blacktop dr.
new windows, 10x 12 storage shed, and lots of other
updates.

HOUSEHOLD: John Deere LA100 riding mower.
bedroom suite, table and four chairs. ccooputer desk.
office chair, storage cab.. 5 shelf cuno cabinet,
Sanyo TV. cup & saucer sets, hand made inlaid end
tables, am chest, sm glass front blanket chest. set of
John Deere dishes. set of apple dishes, punch tin cabinet, thread cabinet,6 drawer chest, sewing machine
cabinet. TV entertainment center, boxes fabric &
thread, lamps, gas grill, sm, travel refng.. white oak
bench. sm drop-leaf tablet. hide-a.bed. glassware
and much more.
SHOP EQUIPMENT Craftsman 10 in. table saw,
sander. 14 in Gnzzly band saw, 16 speed dnll press.
Craftsman jointer/planner. Dewalt miter saw. Gnzzie
spindle shaper. 16 in Craftsman scroll iaw,
Craftsman 13 in planner. 12 oat Dewalt compound
miter. Grizzly belt sander. Craftsman WI compressor.
tool cabinets. La Grizzly shop vac, Ryobi spindle
sander. Bosch jig saw, zip saw. 3 nail guns, wheel
barrow, leaf blower, pusli lawn mower. 16 ft ext. ladder, weed eaters, step ladder, and hand tools
TOYS: This is some of the finest hand made wood
toys you can find anywhere with moving parts. (75:
wood toys) - Murray. Ky ladder fire truck.
Calloway County ladder fire truck, John Deere tractor (size of a pedal tractor), dump truck, front end
loader. John Deere combine moving pans, 2 sm riding bones, trains, dully truck, snow plow. Cat frontend loader, Cat dump euc truck. Case tractor. Case
trac hoe and many more

Infnannaron suppled n wain.., any wanner. enher ear:rented
nr
;mashed what so v.,fn.CA... Real Enna & Anon. .ellen nr
then resew:ors mprewsettahre agent. or enhnoyees Prrapectcre
1,1der & brayer, we advred
.AII the...hes or rhe land and ...
.
TM. any and all respect.si ol it,, prem.. is rhea nary herself
...wrung
advison nes rns Isei appnypnate AttrYwar all

whiue•-er

14.15 16 inch
Sta ting at S20

CHAVES

mounted

REAL ESTATE & AUCTION

(ail 753-5606

304 North 12th Street • Murray, KY 420711
ORke: 27e-761-SALE 172531 or CAE 2711-705-4479
Tommy Charts • BroktriAsstionetr • KY Lk.0,2321

7S3 1916

$11.00 one day

HALEY Real Estate
Appraising
270-759-4218

2005 Dodge Stratus
SXT. silver, 94 184
miles $4.800
753-2764. 227-1225

FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming, removal,
stump grinding,
firewooa. Insured.
489-2839.

I
1\ n'-'I F
\ I , \LI \II `..1
• weekly 3,
locally owned:otiorased

759-1151 • 293-27831
2123-2704

chea.
movel
money
call to r
classMi
Kentuca
for only
more in
tact the
depann
Nampa
1-502-2
A

*FORE(
HOME
800+-Ho
Sold! Op
7/25, 8/
Online A
Details

. \JAIN,

www.au

3 101 St. Re 111N.

REDC F

753-8087

McCoy's
Lawn Service
Quality work at
a great price!
Mowing •Tnmming
*Yard Clean-up
'Free Estimates'
(270)2034804
mi.(A17 II
nit!'

JONES
ROOFING

www.myronbowling.com

(270)293-0364
(270)753-0365

Visit Irony.myronbowiing,com
tor additional pictures & descnpbons

lulp
Pow0141•017
CM um allbi Wed %Philp
Om/tatty& Timm MOMS

2004 Toyota Camry
LE, 4-cyl , 4-door,
loaded, black
Excellent gas mileage
$7,000 (270)444-7566
2002 Hyundai GT,
leather package, sun
roof, new brakes,
newer tires. $4,595
(270)205-6525

227-9641
AFFORE)ABLE
Carpentry
•Remodeling
•Screened Porches
-Garages
*Water & Termite
Damage
-Decks
*Home/ Mobile Home
Repair
436-5517

Hill Electric
Since 1986

24 moon sanvica
Res., Corn., & Ind.
Licensed & Insured
All Fibs - big or small
1993 Ford Club
Wagon Super. 15 passenger. 204,000 miles,
air-conditioned
$2.500 753-1834.
293-6651.

1985 Hams Pontoon
boat, 28-ft 100HP
Johnson. $2,200.
753-0188

i'end

753-9562
436-2887 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service. Complete
tree
removal, gutter
cleaning, hauling, etc.
Insured. Emergency
293-8377
436-5141 AAFFORDABLE
Hauling Clean out
garages gutters, junk
& tree work

-59-0501
APPUANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

R.kVIS

ASIII %Fr
It)",

Ilirrhot;
11.1 33,.

BRUSH & Hammer.
Painting, fix-it's &
repairs, decks pressure washed and
stained 436-2228

Mowing. Manse uring
Ilansfstapeng 8.
• It'll Vim warning satisiaituin gual•nler

753-1846 227-0511

SITE prep, utilities &
demo
construction
materials for contractors & home owners,
bank gravel. limestone, fill dirt, sand, top
soil & shoreline melonals. Parker Excavating
LLC 293-3252
SMITH'S Masonry
Residential/Commerci
al. Block, brick, stone
foundations,
fireplaces, basements,
patios, retainer walls
30+ years (moon
ences
(270) 527-8275.
THE Murray Ledger
& Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies
do
occur. Readers using
this information do so
at their own risk.
Although
persons
and companies mentioned herein are
believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for
their activities.

Free Chagnosa
Free Pickup/ Delivery
Reload/Restore to
Factory Conditions
$100
Virus Remove; 350
Data Backup $20

ALL

carpentry.

All

home improvements.

20 yrs experience.
References. Free estimates
Available
immediatley. Call Rich
270-293-7913.
270-227-4078
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YEARRY'S
Tree
Service. Free estimates. Phone
436-2562. 227-0267
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PICK UP

115 Morris Street-Approx. 15,500 SF all steel construction,
non-combustibie 16' clear height metal buicing.(2) office spaces,
one wicentral HVAC system & one withru-the-wall AC unit (4)
electric overfeed doors. (4) 313" man doors, gas heat & hydraulic
service rack in the service bey. Paved parking & service area in
the front & rear of the building vois full loading dock across the
rear (SELLS AS lS, SUBJECTTO OWNER CONFIRMATION)

(13) VACANT LOTS

USED TIRES

Call-

FREE

119 Morris Street-Approx. 5.500 SF 2-story building Wan
Approx. 8,750 addition. Entrance vestibule, lobby area,
oonterencs room, mailroom. storage vault, corrtputer room, mr
room,(19) offices& kitchen area. Centrally wired tor PBX
telephone system and in-house computer network Concrete
parking spaces. Central IIVAC wigas heat. Covered loading
dock This property interconnects wit 17 & 121 Morris Street
(SELLS AS IS, SUBJECT TO OWNER CONFIRMATION)

;09t DaV of Sale Cask Ralanr•e with paistng or deed ivith•
in 30 DaVI. Persoreal hems to be paid day of sale Rune,
u ill be required to sign a lead based paint owner

0011

CHAVIS REAL
[STATE A AUCTiOti

121 Morris Street-Approx, 18,890 SF concrete block building erstesl
frame & bar joist construction. niter single-ply red, 16' des- height.
Small office area & restroorn.(3) electrical overhead doors & (2) 36'
man doors. 50% air-conditioned wigas heat. Monorail wl10 0001
lifting capacity Loading dock in the rear of 110 building Fenced area
in front. Arnoie expansion area available. This prcperly interconnects
wi117 & 119 Morris Street Properties.(SELLS AS IS. ABSOLUTE)

Lakefront from the mod

properties or Sirclay July 26 from 2 until 4:00 PM
Snovors,is at other times can be arranged by calling the
10 acres west of
auction company at 812-414-6100 or 900-264-0601
Murray. Good for road
AUCTION LOCATION: The auction sal be held, or its
frontage/corner
lot.
I 390 Twin ithis Road. Take Hwy 56 east al Mayfield to
the Twin Ha Road. lust east of the Mayrosid Airport. go
Good building site.
north to the auction location.
(270) 293-5215.
Tracts 1 though 3consists of 03.1- anis that a located
5 wooded lots, near
or State Route 2205 north at Hwy 121 and kat north
of the Auturro ROge Estates Subilasion. This a a
lake, boat access, sepRath nice rad of land ma great location MeV Mayfield
tic priced to sell.
KY. These tracts are Worse to pnavious covenants
$7,900. Judith Gupton.
restrictions. Contact the auction company for r copy
or the restnchans.
Campbell Reality
TRACT 1 oonsists of 12.924/. acres with 25641
,ft
978-0659.
fronting 2205 The MIN 41110 of Tract I Is open land will
the east end bang wooded. This is a tseauttio potential
horn* site
Fee lairs
TRACT 2 consists of 13.654/- acres svith
frontog 2205. This tract a mosey open hand ind
once wan would make a wonderful Wing Pled 1.1 the
1517 Glendale
minty
38R, 1.5f3A, carport,
TRACT 3 consists of 38.934/- acres arid is natant it
Wade This tract hes a nice smell picturesque lake.
completely renovated
There is 50' deeded strip of lath leading to 2205
inside, new appliTracts 4 IS 5 are located at 390 Twin Ha Road and
ances. extenor doors
comprise a beautiful living plum r
windows, carpet, tile
TRACT 4 consists of a 7.1.1- acre home the that is
improved with a home. pool, pole barn, garage and
and C/H/A. $125,900
large multi-purpose hiding with a tathallut "Gathering
270-210-1468.
Roorn*rApartmant.
The home hes 3 badmen
rokrang a master bedroorn suite and patio doors that
BARGAIN of the cenNed to a den overlooldng the poet The Wray room
tury 4 BR, 3 BA,, in
has a fireplace aid patio doors leading to the pool The
town, over 3,000 sq. ft.
kitchen has nice oar cat:theta w/ Colin counter tops
and buleare and ceramic lie floor This, is a farina
$189,000
Judith
area off the ferrety room
Gupton,
Campbell
The property a further rnproved with a 4.800squire loot
Reality. 978-0859.
multi-purpose building en apartment and 2 large wage
areas The apartment hes a 35305' 'Gathering Ares'
FSBO 313R, 28A, big
with besuatui herrn/cod floors. Tray ceing, custom
fenced back yard, nice
bolt cherry cabinets wo granite counter tops, bedroom
& bath This, is Mao a Sundry arse awl St bath The
home in Mayfield
shop area has nice cabinets and special lighting for
$69,900. Call
dietheyirg cars or motorcycles. The property ago has
804-8255.
a 3014.411 pale barn wi a 30100'area w/°thereto floor
The bathing also wee lean-to on both sides.
HOUSE & 2 acres in
TRACT I consists of 2 162./. acres with frontage on
Hazel area Call
Twin HI Road. This tract fronts Ran HIP Rd. Sat norlh
767-4222
a/ Tract 4 and is an idea home its
TRACT6 coronets of 12.31341- saes with a,easement
from Twat HI Rd.leering to the seat Tract 6 Ms behind
aid east at Tract 5 This tract hes both open and and
wooded areas. Tract 6 is an ideal Wog OW* With a
country fed yet asit navies from lAsyfaid.
MJCI1014191901 NOM The see wonderful real sage
auction otlitaorhaaly. Thant is farmland with red
growth potential tor the emeator hely nice home slims,
race "
11 ^B ROOM and the ulhmeth "Toy Box" Man on
checking ova this oppxtunity.
PRB1DOM TRACT AUCTION MITHOO: The property
sal be offered using the Freedom Tract Auction Method.
That method slows the bidders to ba or
n any Incauclusi
trad, any combination of tracts or the entire property
New 38R, 2BA, cusat NW *TO during the auction AS bids remain open
tom
built
cabinets,
tile,
until it competitive bidding has been farmstead. The
property will ,all in the manner resulting Ii the Wiest
carpet, hardwood,
price
under $145,000.
TERM& A 10% deposit wa be required on day of
293-9913293-1524
auction with the balance due veltin 30 days. The reel
estate sag eta at A89OLUTF AUCTION to Ws highest
REDUCED!
bidder.
ht. A Mrs.Sum Honk Griner
38R, 1-1/2 Bath,

DAVIS Handywork's
Roofing, small home
repairs,
garages,
decks, siding. windows, doors & home
budding to sun No OD
too small
(270)227-9484

View Fu
A heavy manufacturer's dream located in TN, a right to work
slate. Two manutactu ring areas 2011R West State Line(*wax
8,120 SF mtg.) and 117 Mart Street i.aridedt. 10,520 V mfg.)
connected by an approx. 3.759 open-air crane shed, sells as one
unit. 460/277 yoft 3-phase electrical service is medal*. Served
with three bridge cranes(5-ton. 7.5 ton. & 10-ton) that can be
transported with approx. 400'overhead rail. Eight 1-ton jib hoists
strategically pieced throughout Bldg. ANC has centralized welding
gas &obit& system, (SELLS AS IS, ABSOLUTE).

DAN MR101(27(4435,4144 DARRE1.1.8fiANE 43:•,-4421
TEprty:LCFASCliALL 7.67-4221 Aixtiorcc

ABSOLUTE REAL ESTATE AUCTION
00 ACRE FARM WI NICE LAKE
21.73+1- ACRES W/ HOME,POOL,
POLE BARN LARGE MULTI-PURPOSE
BLDG. W/ BEAUTIFUL APARTMENT
(OFFERED IN 6 TRACTS)
MAYFIELD, GRAVES COUNTY,KY
SNOWING DATE: Representatives iina be a both
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WASHINGTON (AP) —
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by the end of 2011 even though
political allies do more to share
It was °barns's first meeting
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there will be "tough days with al-Maliki at the White does not seek any military
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bases power with minority Sunnis and
tance- You must be
account needed! No
ahead.'
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House. They met in Iraq in in Iraq and makes no claim on to ease government control over
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SU down needed!
exhausted benefits and
Standing in the Rose Garden April.
Iraqi oil resources or territory.
Unemployment or
Sunni regions and those domi(8861689-0523 Call
meet hiring policy to
alongside Iraqi Prime Minister
Obama said the U.S. withexhausted Benefits.
For his part, al-Maliki said nated by ethnic Kurds.
now for details,
qualify.
Noun al-Maliki, Obama said the drawal from Iraq's cities should the two presidents talked about
"Overall, we have been very
two nations were in the midstof 'send an unmistakable signal "every possible area where the
encouraged by the progress that
a "full transition" that would be that we will keep our commit- U.S. could play a role in
workhas been made," Obama said,
based on mutual interest and ments with the Iraqi people.'
ing with the Iraqi government.
respect.
Both al-Maliki and Obama
"We'll move forward with our
HAPPY
'We are about to activate
BIRTHDAY for might be derailed by your reacHe brushed off some strategy to responsibly remove such a strategic framework said they supported moves
Friday, July 24, 2009:
tions. Stop. Tonight: Go out and
toward lifting a U.N. sanction —
This year, you will be able to indulge. Treat a friend to American military complaints all American combat bngades agreement,' he said.
that Iraq was placing too many from Iraq by the end of next
make a difference, no matter munchies.
Al-Maliki is in the United known as Chapter Seven -- that
limits
on
what U.S. troops could August and to fulfill our com- States partly in an effort
which direction you turn. How VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
to requires Iraq to pay 5 percent of
you deal with pressure and your **** Your ability to zero in on do after their recent withdrawal mitment to remove all American encourage foreign investors to its oil revenues as
reparations
a problem could unnerve a key from Iraqi cities.
troops from Iraq by the end of return to doing business in his
ability to communicate could be
for the 1991 Gulf War.
associate. You might not want to
Obama
cited
differences
in 2011," Obama said.
the two defining indicators of restrain your
country.
words, but the longObama said he was commitHe said both he and the Iraqi
this year. Develop some type of term ramifications could make strategy between Iraqi security
He said Iraqi forces have
inner release or stress-buster this discipline necessary. You forces and U.S. troops who have prime minister "have no doubt become 'highly capable' after ted to working with Iraq to get
rather than let all this brew up in haven't seen someone's display pulled back from the cites but that there will be some tough working alongside Amencan the U.N. to lift the sanctions. He
said it would be 'a mistake for
you. If you are single, meeting of anger yet. even if you think remain in the country. There are days ahead. There will be troops.
people comes naturally this you have. Tonight: A must still more than 130.000 U.S. attacks on Iraqi security forces
Al-Maliki also pledged to Iraq to continue to be burdened
forces in Iraq.
and the American troops sup- work to ease sectarian unrest in by the sins of a deposed dictayear; choosing the right person appearance.
"Overall, we have been very porting them. There are still his country among nval
is another issue. If you are UBRA (Sept 23-Oct 22)
tor."
attached, the two of you will *** Sometimes you want to
vanish, and there couldn't be a
grow together if you keep com- more
perfect day to indulge in
munication flowing and agree to this fantasy. Take some
quiet
disagree. CANCER makes a time to go off and do what you
great healer.
want. Whether browsing through
bookstores or getting a masThe Stars Show the Kind of sage, it will he you more than
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic. you realize. Tonight: Don't spill BOB LEWIS and SUE LINDSEY
a history of erratic behavior, suicidal nee," she said. 'It gives me the impression:
4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so: the beans.
Associated Press Writers
thoughts and had "blades" in his room.
'What else are they hiding?"
SCORPIO
(Oct.
23
-Nov.
21)
i -Difficult
RICHMOND. Va.(AP)-- Mental health
The lawsuit claims Miller never passed
While a large part of the shooting investi**** Your fiery side emerges,
records for Virginia Tech gunman Seung- that information on to either of the therapists
especially regarding a key projgation focused on how university officials
ARIES (March 21-Apr11 19)
Hui
Cho
that
were missing for more than from the counseling center who dealt with
and law enforcement responded following
**** See the motive rather ect or special friend. Listen to two years have been discovered in the
home Cho during three 45-minute triage sessions the first reports of two
deaths in a dormitory,
than the action. Make a neces- news with a touch of skepticism. of the university
clinic's former director, in 2005.
Honor
what
is
happening
with
family members of victims have also
sary adjustment, unless you
according
to
friends.
a
state
A
memo
meeting
shared
could
with
be
more
vicBecause Miller never passed on the infor- inquired how
want to fight city hall. Many will
the troubled Cho slipped
important than you realize. The tims' family members.
mation and the records were lost, opportuni- through
choose just to do their work and
the cracks at university counseling.
words
you
speak
might
not be
Cho killed 32 people on April 16, 2007, ties to "deflect him (Cho) from his dangerget out earlier. Lose stress
Miller was not listed among the more
entice!, but your presence is. then committed suicide as police closed in. ous and
ultimately tragic course were lost,"
through doing what you love
than 200 people interviewed by the panel.
Tonight: Hang with people.
His mental health treatment has been a the lawsuit states
Tonight. Go for more of a stressSAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-00c. 21) major
The leader of the investigation, former
issue in the vast investigation of the
buster.
Notes of the warnings to Miller or those
**** An issue comes out with
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
shootings, yet the records' location had elud- made by the therapists concerning the three Virginia State Police Superintendent Gerald
a
boss
or someone you look up
Massengill, said Wednesday that investiga**** Your creativity must
meetings were never found by investigators.
to. Assume a leadership role and ed authonties.
come out in order to keep the
They were revealed by a lawyer involved It is unclear if those are part of the recovered tors interviewed Miller's successor at Cook
simultaneously handle a difficult
peace. Though you might not be
Counseling Center, Dr. Christopher Flynn,
in a lawsuit filed by two families of Cho's records.
the issue, somehow you could associate or friend. You intuitivebut not Miller.
is/ know what works and what victims against the former director, the uniThe medical records are protected under
easily land in the middle of a
Massengill said Cho's records could be
doesn't Tonight: In the limelight. versity and several other parties, claiming state privacy laws. The state planned to
confrontation. Rethink a purcritical to understanding the rampage,
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19) gross negligence in failing to prevent the release the records publicly
as soon as possichase, especially if an impulsive *****
Find experts and seek massacre.
ble, either by consent from Cho's estate or depending on what the records say, what
or compulsive quality defines it.
out new opinions. Your ability to
they reveal."
A
memo
from
the
university to Gov. Tim through a subpoena.
Tonight- Let your imagination
see through the obvious comes Kaine's
"To have any documentation reflecting or
rock and roll.
chief legal counsel and shared with
The
discovery
shakes
up
the
lawsuit,
an
out when dealing with a favonte
giving an understanding of what actions
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
victims'
family
members
says
Cho's
records
attorney
for
the
two
families
said.
**** Your intellectual acumen person It appears you notice and those of several other Virginia Tech stu"Why would he (Miller) take any student Cook Counseling took was certainly what
is now charged with quickness expressions, body language and dents were found last week in
the home of mental health records to his home at any we were looking for," he said.
what might not be said. Good for
and possibly sarcasm, A quip
Massengill said the records "should give
Dr Robert C. Miller. The menio was time, and why that student?" Robert T. Hall
you! Tonight: Follow the music.
from you could do quite a bit of
us a better understanding of what actions the
obtained by The Associated Press on said.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 19)
damage Weigh your words. A
***** You are willing to carry Wednesday.
"It certainly is a question of whether there university did or did not take."
partner wants to revamp plans or
the ball the whole way, but a
The memo said Cho's records were is more to the Seung-Hui Cho mental health
The public's view of the troubled 23a solution. Tonight Happy at
partner easily could interfere. removed from the Cook Counseling Center history
year-old came from the video tirade he
than we've been told," Hall said.
home.
Knowledge or understanding can on the Virginia Tech campus
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
more than a
Kaine said he was dismayed that it took mailed to NBC News between the first two
***** Communication flour- help you accomplish what you year before the shootings, when Miller left two years to find the records.
slayings in a dormitory and the killing of 30
want without causing a stressful
ishes, especially if you muzzle
"That is part of the investigation that I am more people in a classroom building.
disagreement. Creativity, though the clinic.
your anger. Deal with feelings at
Kaine said a Virginia State Police crimi- very interested in and, of course, I'm very
'
Your Mercedes wasn't enough, you
forced, bubbles up -- finally.
a later point. Partners allow
nal investigation was under way into why concerned about that," Kaine said.
brats.' Cho growled in the video. "Your
Tonight. Just don't be alone.
greater flex, but why? Honor
the records disappeared. Removing records
PISCES
19-March 20)
The discovery calls into question the golden necklaces weren't enough, you
questions with openness Take a **** (Feb.
A disagreement on the from the center is illegal, he said.
thoroughness of the ongoing criminal probe snobs. Your trust funds wasn't enough."
walk or a break rather than let
home front allows greater creMiller, 54. declined to comment when and the findings of the Virginia Tech Review
▪ You had a hundred billion chances and
tension build. Tonight: TGIF.
ativity and higher energy levels reached at a number for his private practice. Panel, a commission
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
Kaine appointed to ways to have avoided today. But you decidIt is as if you need to prove
Miller is named as a defendant in the law- review the catastrophe, one victim's relative ed to spill my blood," Cho said.
*** Be aware of what you
something to a key partner suit filed by
bring to the mix. Listen to anoththe families of slain students said.
and/or associate Remember,
er associate who has a transErin Peterson and Julia Pryde. The suit
"Deception comes to my mind in my first
judgment
your
might
here
have
forming view Conversations with
more to do with you than with claims Miller was told by Cho's English pro- response," said Suzanne Gnmes, whose son
Associated Press W'nter Dena Potter in
this person could be overwhelmothers Tonight Go along with fessors about his disturbing behavior and by Kevin Sterne was injured.
Richmond contributed to this report.
ing. Your ability to move forward
the school's residential director that Cho had
anothees request.
"To say it doesn't make sense is an injus- Lindsey reported from Roanoke.

ACS warns of skin cancer risk in summer months

Pullout from Iraq on schedule, Obama says
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Virginia Tech gunman's mental records found
in home after missing for more than 2 years
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COMICS/ FEATURES
Dad deciphers son's secret
through keystroke recording
DEAR ABBY: My 16-yearold son, 'Derrick,' recently
stopped talking to me. hummed about not being able to
open the lines of COMIIIIMICAti<NI. I installed a keystroke
recorder on our home computer.
It
enabled me
to see what
Derrick was
wnting in
his e-mails.
I know it
was a violation of his
privacy, but
I was afraid
and didn't
know who
By Abigail
else to ask
Van Buren
what
was
going on.
I learned that Derrick has
gotten his girlfriend pregnant.
They are discussing various
options, and he is thinking
about running away from !scow.
How .an I help my son
through this, having gained
this information in an underhanded way? If I reveal how
I learned about this, I will
lose his trust forever. But if I
don't help him, I don't know
what will happen. Please help
me. -- SPY DAD IN TEXAS
DEAR SPY DAD: You may
not have to tell Derrick how
you got the information. You
are his father. Sit him down,
tell him you love him, that
he's the most important thing
in this world to you and that
you're worried sick because he
has become secretive and
uncommunicative. Tell him that
if he's in any sort of trouble
he won't be punished or lectured to and that you will do
whatever it takes to help him.

Deer Akin

TsaiIi MOM
By The Associated Pram
Today is Thursday, July 23,
the 204th day of 2009. There are
161 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On July 23, 1914, Austria-Hungary issued an ultimatum containiag a list of demands to Serbie
fallowing the killing of Archduke
Franz Ferdinand by a Serb assessin; the dimme led to Wand War
On this date:
In 1885, Ulysses S. Grant, the
Ilhh presidia ata* United Slates.
died is Moat MeGagor. N.Y.,
at age 63.
In 1945. French Marshal Henri
Petaire who had headed the Vichy
govnenment during World War 11,
went on trial, charged with treason. (He was condemned to death,
but the sentence was commuted.
Petain died in prison on this date
in t95 t.)
In 1952, Egyptian nulitary(Alidenflain 4 11 t

Murray Ledger & Times

A Paget's disease
success story

•••

DEAR ABBY: Why is President Barrack Obama considered to be African-American?
Isn't be be-racier -- WONDERING IN GOLDSBORO,
N.C.
DEAR WONDERING: He
is both. The term Afincan-American is used in this country
as a label that describe" skin
color -- although in President
Obiuna's cue he is literally
African-American because his
father was an African from
Kenya. and his mother was an
American from Kansas. However, the term bi -racial is equally accurate because it describes
mixed-race ancestry.

Dr. Gott

was

In 1967, a week of deadly
racenelaten rioting that claimed
43 lives erupted in Detroit.
In 1977, a jury in Washiagton, D.C., convicted 12 Hanafi
Muslims of charges stemming from
the hostage siege at three buildings the previous March.
In 1984, Vanessa Williams
became the first Miss America Sc'
resign her title, after nude photographs of her taken in 1982 were
published in Penthouse magazine.

In 1986, Britain's Prince Andrew
married Sarah Ferguson at Westminster Abbey in London. (The
couple divonesd in 1996,)
Ten yeers ago: Members of
the Kennedy family gathered in
New York City for *private memorial Mass a week after John F
Kennedy Jr.. his wife, Carolyte
and her sister, Lauren Hessen's, died
in a plane crash off Martha's Vineyard. Space shuttle Columbia blasted off with the world's most pow.
erfui X-ray telescope sad Eileen
Collins. the first woman to cone
mend & (i.S. space flight. Morocco's King Hassan 11 died at age
70. Woodstock '99 opened in Rome.
N.Y.
Five years ago: Militants in
Iraq took hostage an Egyptian
diplomat Mohammed Mrundouh
Helmi Qutb. demanding his country abandon any plans it had to
send security experts to Iraq.

sOnn-

dung
that
perhaps
be
should
evaluated. A surgeon did a NOP*, for me, and the diagnosis was
Paget's disease of the breast. He
told me that be was not familiar with this, wanted to do some
research on it. and would get
back to me.
I decided to dos little research,
too, and called The Satsonal Cancel Institute at I-800-4-CANCER. The malarial sent to me
stated it was an indication of
cancer and was very often in
both breasts. I then heard from
the biopsy surgeon, who stated
he fen he could do e limited
excision. ' explained that my
daughter instate' I get a second
opinion and would get back to
him A surgical nurse I knew
gave me the names of two surgeons whom nurses frequently
went to for mastectomies.
The surgeon I selected was
very familiar with Paget's, and
he told me that I should have
By
Dr. Peter Gott

MY*

DEAR ABBY: I have been
a professional musician for
more than 25 years, playing
piano RI restaurants, lounges,
stores, etc. My problem is I
have never beets able to talk
and play at the SALIM time. I
must. watt until I'm through with
a song to talk to a customer.
know that pianists appear
to do this in movies, but those
are actors who aren't really
doing the playing -- someone
else is.
When someone tries to talk
to me in the middle of a song.
I can either: (a) stop playing
and answer the question, making the rest of the audience
unhappy, or (s) struggle to
answer and end up making
mistakes and, perhaps,even losing my job.
I can't be the only pianist
with this problem. Do you
have any advice for me
and
can you print this so people
will be more respectful to musicians? -- WAIT TIL
OVER
IN OHIO
DEAR WAIT: I have it on
good authority. Ps well as personal experience in piano bars
years ago, that many pianists
can not only play and talk,
but also play and sing. Having made it through a quarter
of a century at the keyboard,
I doubt you need much advice,
but
offer this tidbit: Post
a discreet sign atop your piano
asking listeners to please refrain
from making requests while
you're playing. You might also
consider a small metal tray upon
which they can place their
'requests.'

Cainelifts
South dealer.
After paying II entry ke, the
Neither side vulnerable.
horse sat down at his *striped table
NORTH
and, on the very first deal, found
*Q 9 7
himself with the South hand. Natu86 2
rally, he opened two spades (the
•A Q6 5
horse was playing strong two-bids).
*Q 54
After his partner raised him to three
WIEST
the horse bid four clubs.
EAST
*6 4 2
$83
his partner then cuebid the are
•QJ 1073
P954
of diamonds, the horse bid seven
CI 9 4
•K 10732
spades.
•-6109873
Ordinarily, the grand siam would
SOUTH
have been made quite easily, but it
*AK1105
turned out that the clubs were
PA K
divided 5-0. South won the ham lead
with the are, played five rowels of
•8
*A K J 62
temps,cashed the lung of hearts and
The bidding:
Led a club to the queen, on which
Saab
West
North East
West showed out.
26
Pass
36
Pass
nee berse abeak kb bead sadly,
4 in
Pass
4•
Pass
cashed the sec ofdiamonds and A-K7*
J of clubs, and lost a club trick at the
Opening lead — queen of hearts.
end to East, going down one in his
The Americas Contract Bridge maiden effort
League, which conducts all national.
Of coarse,a great many spectators
international wad regional champi- had been watching the hone play.
onships tn North America, had about It's not every day that a horse enters
6,000 members in the 1930s. By a bridge tournament.
1945, the membership bad expanded
One of the kibitzers turned to the
to 8,000; in 1950, to 22,000; in 1955. horse after the deal was over and
to 56,000; in 1960, to 94,000; in asked:"Why didn't you take the dia1985, to an astounitmg 185,000; and mond finesse after West showed me
today, nearly 200,000!
of clubs? It was surely your best
I. fact, duplicate bridge is now so charscc."
popular that, at a recent ACBL tour'Deal be ridicule's'," replied the
nament conducted in Texas, a horse horse. "Who ever beard of a horse
showed up to play!
taking a finesse'!"
Tomorrow! Bidding quit.

rrs

cora led by Gamai Abdel Nasser
hennehed a successful crisp against
King Farouk I.
In 1958, Britain's Queen Elizabeth 11 named Use first of four
women to peerage in the House
of Lords.
In 1959, Vice President Richard
Nixon arrived in Moscow to emend
the opening of the American
National Exhibition aimed at promoting U.S. life and culture.

a doable mastectomy, because
the canner could pcssibly be in
be* heseasts; however, all my
nods were negative This happared 10 years ago, and I have
had so cancer since then I am
sow a Ira believer in second
opiatiema, as well as in early
evaluation.
DEAR READORt Congratulathms to you for dloing research
and getting a now( apinioo In
all likelihoo& it rad your hfe.
P's is a an fano of breast
caseet that baba In the ducts
and emends ea is skis of the
nipple sod ands. While the
name is the $ale, it huh at all
related to Paget's dinar of the
bone.
Symptoms can include redness,
discharge, a flattened or inverted nipple, changes in air bresst
only, scaly skin on Rs nipple,
itching and burning_
There is routine testing that
often precedes a diagnosis. The
first step is commonly a mammogram, followed by an ultrasound, Mu,possible needle biopsy and ultimately surgery in most
cases. Tern common procedures
from which to choose are a
lumpectomy, in which only the
diseased portion of the breast is
removed, or a simple minter-am
my. that removes the entire breast
but not the lymph node*.
Annual mammograms are
extremely important. Follow-up
with a trained specialist can be
a matter of life and death. !teetotal
that, the American Calmer Society is a tremendous resource,
both for answering questions and
fee providing support. You certainly received appropriate guidrace and are an inspiration to
others.

DEAR DR, GOTT: 1 enjoyed
your uticle several months ago
regarding Pages disease of the
breast I thought your readers
might be usetesied in my CXperience, winds happened in 1999.
When putting on my underclothes.
I
noticed my
left
nipple
was qUlte red
when compared to the
right one. I
observed this
daily
for
two
about
weeks before
deciding it

And do not let him get up
until he has finally told you
what is wrong

41.0

Dear Abby is written by
Abigail Van Buren, also
known as /canoe Phillips,
and was founded by her mother, Pauline Phillips, Write
Dear Abby at erww.DeterAbhy.com or P.O. Box 69440, Los
Angeles, CA 90069.
.011
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accounts
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53 Hard benches
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55 Devotee
56 Hairpin curve

1 Boy, eventually
No --, ands or
buts
7 Woolen cans
11 Heroic tale
12 Beaded (shoe
13 Asian nanny
14 Latin 101 word
15 In favor of
16 Unhurried part
17 Swing around
19 Extremely- small
amount
21 Fairway gizmo
22 Shaman's findings
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BACK TO SCHOOL

nand

Calloway schools set registration dates
Staff Report
Information for the Calloway County School System's 2009-2010 registration dates have been announced.
The information is as follows:
• Calloway County Preschool Center will hold registration packet pickup sessions on Wednesday. July 29
from 7 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. and on Thursday. July 30 from 7 a.m. to 6 p.m.
An open house is scheduled for Thursday, August 6 from 4 to 6 p.m. Packets may be returned during the open
house, and teachers will be available
to meet.

• East Calloway Elementary School
held their registration packet pick-up
sessions on July 15 and 16, and will
host a "Back to School Night" tonight
from 5 to 7 p.m. Packets may be
returned during the event, and teachers will be available to meet.
• North Calloway Elementary School
held their registration packet pick-up
session on July 16. They will also be
hosting a "Back to School Night" tonight
from 4:30 to 6:30 p.m. Packets may
be returned during the event, and teachers will be available to meet.
• Southwest Calloway Elementary

School sent registration packets home CCMS on Tuesday, July 28. Those
with students in May, and held a reg- hours are 8 a.m. to 3 p.m.
istration packet pick-up event for new
• Calloway County High School comstudents on July 16. A "Back to School pleted registration for current students
Night- for kindergarten, first grade and in May. New student registration was
second grade was held July 21. Tonight.
held yesterday. Schedules will be availthe school will host another "Back to
for pick-up on the following dates:
able
School Night- for third grade. fourth
and juniors. Tuesday. July 28,
seniors
grade.
grade and fifth
• Calloway County Middle School from 8 a.m. to 3 p.m.; sophomores,
sent home registration packets with stu- Wednesday. July 29. from 8 a.m. to 3
dents in May. All students are invited p.m.. freshmen. Thursday. July 30 from
to registration day on Monday, July noon to 7:30 p.m.. which includes the
27 from noon to 8 p.m. Make-up dates option to tour the building. On Thursfor registration are Tuesday. July 28
day, July 30, any student who missed
to Tuesday, August 4 from 8 a.m. to
designated schedule pick-up time
the
3 p.m. An open house night is schedor Wednesday may pick
Tuesday
on
to
5
from
4
August
uled for Tuesday,
7 p.m. Regular office hours begin at up schedules from noon to 7:30 p.m.

2009-10 Calloway County School District

HAWKINS TEAGUE/Ledger & -nrnes
Sandra Cunningham registers her daughter, Shea, for second grade with North
Calloway Elementary School Principal Margaret Cook.

N'S
SHIN
QUALITY SERVICE I LOBE, INC.
Our Policy!
The Golden Ride
• Brakes • Tune-Ups • Oil Changes
• All Repairs • A/C Service • And More!
CERTIFIED MECHANICS
Hours: M-F 8 a.m.-5:30 p.m.. Sot 8 am.-Noon
507 S. 12th St.• Murray • 759-0003

The Calloway County 2009-2010 School Calendar includes:
August 3. 2009 • Professional Development:
August 4. 2009 - Opening Day.
August 5. 2009 - First Day for Students
September 7. 2009 - Labor Day;
October 5. 2009- Professional Development;
October 5-9, 2009 • Fall Break;
November 25, 2009 - Professional Development;
November 25-27, 2009 - Thanksgiving Break;
December 21, 2009 - January 1, 2010 - Christmas Break:
January 18. 2010 - Martin Luther King Day:
February 15, 2010 - Presidents' Day;
March 19, 2010 - Mini-Break:
April 5, 2010 - Professional Development:
April 5 -9. 2010 - Spring Break:
May 17, 2010- Last Day for Students;
May 18. 2010 - Election Day:
May 19. 2010 - Closing Day.
If for any reason school is cancelled the following is a list of make-up days:
1st day missed - December 21, 2009; 2nd day missed - December 22, 2009, 3rd
day missed - February 15, 2010: 4th day missed - March 19, 2010; 5th day missed May 19. 2010: 6th day missed - May 20, 2010; 7th day missed - May 21, 2010; 8th
day missed - May 24. 2010; 9th day missed - May 25. 2010: 10th day missed - May
26, 2010.

• Pre-School Backpacks
• 01104h
,
- New Fall Arrivals
MI I I
• Halloween Costumes
Sizes Birth - 6x for Girls
& Birth - 7 for Boys
_
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The Murray Independent District 2009-2010 School Calendar includes:
August 5-8, 2009 - Professional Development,
August 7, 2009 - Planning Day,
August 10, 2009 - Opening (Staff Only):
August 11, 2009 First Day for Students:
September 7, 2009 - Labor Day;
-September 24-28, 29-33 • Testing:
October 12-18, 2009 - Fall Break,
November 25, 2009 Professional Development;
November 25-227, 2009 - Thanksgiving Break,
December 21, 2009 - January 1, 2010- Christmas Break;
January 18, 2010 - Marlin Luther King Day;
February 15, 2010- Professional Development
March 9, 2010 - Testing
March 23, 2010 - Testing,
April 5 - 9, 2010- Spring Break,
May 3-7, 10-14 2010 - Testing,
May 18, 2010 - Election Day;
May 20, 2010 - Last Day for Students;
May 21, 2010 - Closing Day.
Snow make-up days are as follows:
December 21, 2009
February 15,2010
Mey 24, 2010
May 25, 2010
May 26. 2010
May 27, 2010

past 3
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Murray Independent schedules
upcoming back to school events
Special to the Ledger
A summer open house will be held at
Murray Elementary School on Thursday. July
28 from 7:30 a.m. until noon in the gymnasium. During this time, class lists and
information will be available. The $25 student fee is also payable ciunng the open
house. A Back to School Round Up will
be held at the ME.S playground Tuesday,
August 4 from 5 to 6:30 p.m. A variety
of information will be available and students will meet their teachers. fvfES teachers will begin conducting their home visits on Thursday. August 6.
A Murray Middle School general information, fee day and new student registration will be held in the MMS atrium on
Tuesday. July 28 from 8 a.m. until 4:30
p.m. During this time parents may pay
the $25 student fee. A breakdown of this
fee includes: $10 Student Agenda Planners-(all MMS students are required to
have an agenda planner with them and is
also used as a communication tool between
school/home i SI Locker Fee. $6 Computer Fee, $2 Literacy Program-Student Novels, $2 Science Pmgram-(covers replenishment of consumable instructional matenals), $2 Art Program and a $2 general fee
for each grade level. Fee waiver forms

are available and should be submitted with
fee and reduced lunch forms approval.
MMS Parents and students are invited
to "A Back to School/Meet the Teacher
Night" on Tuesday, August 4 from 5:30
to 7 p.m. A complimentary meal will be
provided. Parents may tour the school and
possibly meet their child's teacher, pick up
schedules, pay fees, schedule transportation and deposit monies in their child's
meal account. MMS teachers will also
begin conducting "Porch Visits" Friday,
August 7 to meet new students and parents.
Murray Hie' School freshmen are invited to attend a freshman orientation Friday.
August 7 from 9 a.rn. to 3 p.m. Students
and parents are invited to arrive for a welcome session at 9 a.m. During this time,
freshman may pick up their schedules and
locate their classrooms and also pay their
fees. (Fees are established based on class
curriculum). After the welcome session students will go through a mock schedule.
including lunch.
Current students can pick up their schedules from 8 to II a.m. and ;2 to 3 p.m.
on the following dates: seniors. Tuesday.
July 28, juniors, Wednesday. July 29 and
sophomores, Friday, July 31,
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Picking junior's teacher: Should parents weigh in?
By !NANA hIARSZALEK
AP
After doing some research, including sating in on classrooms, Valene Gilbert thought
she knew which third-grade teacher would
be perfect for her son, Stanley.
Impressed by that teacher's creative,
visually stimulating style, the Berkeley.
Calif., mother lobbied on Stanley's behalf.
"1 did my best to make my opinion known,"
Gilbert said.
The school, however, placed Stanley in
a different class. And to his mother's surprise and delight, the year wound up being
so successful for him that Gilbert said she
is approaching his pending entry into fourth
grade in a new way: by vowing to stay
out of the process.
"I'm teaming to be mote open-minded," she said.
With parents becoming increasingly
involved in their cluldren's lives and educations, Gilbert's foray into her son's classroom placement process is not unique, particularly around this time of year when
anxieties about the coming school year run
high.
Whether such parental input into teacher
selection is good for children is open to
question.
"Parents should won', less about these
kinds of decisions," maintains Dr. Paul J.
Donahue, a Scarsdale. N.Y., child psychologist and author of "Parenting Without
Fear" (St. Martins, 3)07). "OW Job as Parents is not to make everything perfect for
our kids."
Children learn important life lessons --how to be resilient and adapt to a range
of situations — when required to roll with
the punches. Donahue said.
-Our kids are capable and they can
cope," he said, adding that in general parents should do less for their kids to help
make them stronger as individuals. While
a small percentage of children with special
needs may benefit from more parental
involvement, most kids are bound sometime in life to be in situations that are less
than ideal and "they have to learn to deal
with ii'

Another important lesson learned when the tools to survive in this world once
parents step back is respecting boundaries, they're out of college," White said.
White said she has never requested teachDonahue said.
'The kids need to see that their parents ers. It hasn't always been rosy for her
cooperate in the process," he said. -Par- kids, but they are no worse off for it, she
said.
ents have to follow the rules."
"Have my kids had teachers they've
Not everyone agrees.
Sheila Carter, principal at William Hatch absolutely hated? Absolutely,- White said.
Elementary School in Oak Park, Ills said Both, though, have excelled White's daughshe welcomes parental input as one of ter, a high school senior. managed to end
many factors used in trying to create a a semester of three Advanced Placement
diverse class with children of mixed abil- classes with a 3.96 grade point average,
• In fact, she solicits it through a memo
circulated toward the close of each school
year, when the next year's classes are
formed.
Caner said she draws the line at unreaBy TRESA ERICKSON
sonable requests. I've had a parent almost
For Ad builder
try to make my class list," Carter said.
School is back in session, and your
"Now that's a lot of nerve.kids will no doubt be spending some time
Yet she believes that while she and her
on the playground. While you won't have
teachers do thus best to know students and
to worry about the condition of the equiptheir needs, parents usually have a far deerment-school officials should have already
er understanding of thei children and what
inspected it and made any necessary repairs,
factors may help or hinder them in school.
you might want to address how your kids
"I've heard principals say they don't
it. Misuse of playground equipment
use
take requests," Carter said. "Well, I think
can happen even with adult supervision
they are making a serious mistake not lie.
and lead to injury. It is important you
taiing to parents at all. Who knows the
teach your kids about playground safety
parents?"
than
children better
to reduce their nsk of injury. Here is a
Although it's not possible to tneet every
quiz to see how much your kids
quick
parental request, giving them credence is'
know and what issues you should address
also important in building relationships with
with them.
parents, an essential component in students'
1) It is okay to swing sitting down or
success, she said.
up. True at False?
standing
There are parents who would rather
Answer: False. You should always sit
leave the classroom guff to the professiondown when swinging. Standing up is never
als.
a good idea because you could easily fall.
and
author
Atlanta-area
an
Karen White,
2) If you and your friend want to swing,
mother of two teenagers, said she was so
but the swings are full, you should share
turned off by neighborhood parents discussing
a swing True or False?
the ills and outs of local teachers that it
Answer False. You should never share
her
put
to
decided
she
when
factor
was a
with someone unless it is made
swing
a
children in private school.
for more than one person.
"I just thought it was ridiculous with so
3) The best way to exit a swing is to
many other things to focus on," White said.
jump out of it. True or False?
She said she was raieed to believe that
Answer: False. You should never jump
learning to get along with a range of peoof a swing. Instead you should slow
out
ple is key to success. "It's so important
down almost to a complete stop and get
for your children to know you are there
off carefully, making sure you don't bump
to ground them, but you need to give them
into anyone who may be waiting for the

Sandra Stone's School of Dance
Announces Registration: Mon., July 27th • 2-6 pm

Classes available in:
• Tap • Jazz • Ballet e Tumbling • Pointe
Ages 3 & up are welcome!

For more information call

270-293-3590
CORNER W- 9TH STREET & FAIRLANE DRIVE • MURRAY

despite having grievances with two of those
three teachers.
Backing off isn't always easy for par
eats, however. Gilbert -- who is trying for
the first time to let the chips fall where
they may — said it's going to take a lot
of self control.
"It's primarily about letting go, I'd say,"
Gilbert said.
"My resolution is to let what happens
happen," she said. "Now we'll set if I can
actually live up to this."

Safety first on playground
swing.
4) You should never climb on wet equipment. True or False'?
Answer: True. You could easily slip off
equipment that is wet.
5) If a friend dares you to race them
up the ropes, you should go for it and
climb as fast as you can. True or False?
Answer: False. You should never race
on any piece of playground equipment.
You could easily lose your grip and fall.
6) The best way to climb equipment is
with both hands. Tnse or False?
Answer True.
7) It is okay to climb up the slide.
True or False?
Answer False. You should never climb
up the slide. Someone could be sliding
down and hit you.
8) If you and a friend want to go down
the slide, you should do so one at a time.
True or False?
Answer True. Sliding down in groups
raises the risk of injury.
9) The best way to go down the slide
is headfirst. True or False?
Answer: False. You should never slide
down headfirst. The risk is WO great for
head injury. You should always slide down
feet first.
10) It is okay to play on broken equipment. True or False?
Answer: False. Playing on broken equipment is dangerous. If something breaks on
the playground, you should tell your teacher.
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KYSER LOUGH / Ledger 8 Times
BACK TO SCHOOL AT EASTWOOD: Students in Rachel Snyder's first grade
class at Eastwood Christian Academy sing on their first day back to school for the
spring 2009 semester.

August 15. 2009 - First tuition pert it due.
August 24, 2009 - Parent Onentation';
August 25, 2009 - First day of school:
September 7, 2009 - LabOf Day,
September 18, 2009 - Granciparents Day - noon dismissal, no ext. care:
October 12, 2009 - Columbus Day;
October 23, 2009 - Report cards,
October 26, 2009 - Parent-Teacher meeting (6 p.m);
November 24, 2009 School-wide Thanksrig Feast - noon dismissal, no ext.
care:
November 25-27, 2009 - Thanksgiving Break
December 11, 2009 - Repot/ Cards - noon dismissal, no ext. care;
December 14 - January 3 - Christmas Break:
January 18, 2010 - Martin Luther King Jr. Day:
February 15, 2010 - Presidents. Day.
March 5, 2010 - Report Cards;
March 8, 2010 - Parent-Teacher Meeting (6
P.m):
March 10-12. 2010 - Fine Arts Competition
(LouksvNle);
March 15-26, 2010 - Achievement Tests (K-5
- 12th);
April 1, 2010 - Walk-A-ThorvShoot-A-Tbon
(Murray State RSEC, 9-11 a.m.);
April 5-9. 2010 - SIAN Break,
April 23. 2010 - All School Program (7 p.m.)
- noon dismissal. no ext. aim;
May 14, 2010. K-5 Graduation (7 p.m.) - Last
day of school for K-4 and K-5;
May 17-20. 2010 - hnal exams - noon dismissal, no ext. care:
ext
May 21- Last day High School Graduation (7 p.m.) - noon dismissal
• Alt students and at least one parent are required to attend

Murray p•i Calloway County
Home to two great school systems, one nationally ranked
university, and only one financial institution — The Murray Bank.
As Murray's only local bank, all the educational support
provided by The Murray Bank stays right here in your hometown,
helping your kids and neighbors! So, whether your kids are into
academics, athletics, the arts, or all the above, your friends at
The Murray Bank are supporting them and their school system.
What else would you expect from Murray's only local bank?
The Murray Bank — small enough to know you..big enough
to serve you!

1)Bank
Theurmv
405 South 12th Street & 700 North 12th Street
www.themurraybank.com
270-753-.5626
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Preparation key for fall return to school
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
If you have a child attending Murray Independent or Calloway County
Schools this fall, be aware that being
prepared with all the information and
documentation you need is important.
Some of the things you may need
include proper certification your child
needs to enroll. Some schools have
screening dates when they test children on specific skills to ensure they
are ready for kindergarten or the classroom. These will vary according to the
school and state requirements. In addition to a Social Security card and birth
certificate, you might need proof of a
physical exam. Find out beforehand
exactly what documentation you will
need and work to gather it beforehand.
For information on enrolling in Calloway County Schools, go online to
at
site
Web
district's
the
www.calloway.k12.ky.us and click on
"How to Enroll."
You will be taken to a page that
lists the need for eye examinations,
copy of your child's social security
card, birth certificate, certificate of

immunizations, a physical and other
information. If you do not have any
one or all of the documents, information concerning obtaining them can be
downloaded from the site, according
to Dave Dowdy, public information
officer for the district.
"You can apply for some of that
online," Dowdy said. -It's all there.
The whole kit and kaboodle."
Some certifications accepted when
a child enters school must be updated
when the child enters sixth grade. More
information about pre-school and kindergarten may also be found on the site.
Pam Oakley, school nurse at Murray Independent Schools, said prior to
registering a child for school each child
is required to submit a legal birth certificate, a Kentucky certificate of immunization, proof of a preventative health
care examination conducted within one
year prior to initial entry into the
school program and another preventative health care examination within one
prior to entry into the sixth grade.
Oakley said all kindergarten students
must have an eye examination from
an optometrist or ophthalmologist. This

shall be documented on the Kentucky
Eye Examination Form for School Entry
by January 1, 2010. Sixth grade students are also required to have a new
physical on file when beginning classes.
Murray Independent's Web site can
be found at www.murray.kyschools.us
Both school districts post valuable
information on their Web sites apart from
enrollment requirements so so read
through materials on it especially any
pertaining to the specific school your
child will attend. Many of the individual schools have their own sites.
This will give you a feeling for the
school and may provide important information. if you cannot find any information on the Web site about enrollment, contact the school and ask. Write
down any important dates on your calendar.
As for any medical exams, find out
if you can use previous exams. If you
need proof of a dental exam you might
be able to have your dentist make of
a copy of your child's last exam rather
than scheduling a new appointment.
Should you make any new medical

appointments for your child, don't lease
the office without the appropriate documentation. If the staff is unaware of
what you need, have them contact the
school. The school will inform them
exactly what is needed and whether a
copy of the exam or an actual form
is required.
The more you know about enrollment, the better prepared you will be
and the sooner you will get everything
done.
Try to get as much as you can early
so you won't have to wait until August
when you will be extremely busy doing
other things to get your child ready
for school. Do everything you possibly can before school lets out in the
spring of the previous years.

On the web:
Calloway County
www.Calloway.k12.ky.us

litnay_lados.udent
www.Murray.kyschools.us
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Teachers prepare classrooms for fall
By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Writer
While students wait anxiously for
the school year to begin, their teachers are every bit as nervous about getting their classrooms in perfect shape
to provide the right atmosphere for learning.
Gena Maley, the art teacher at Murray Middle School, said that she and
a few other teachers she knows actually enjoy the task of classroom organization.
"I enjoy it: it gives me a chance to
reflect on how things went last year
and what I can change this year to
make it better,- Maley said.
Maley said she generally begins by
sorting through her supplies and determining if she needs to order anything.
While sorting supplies, she tries to
keep things color-coordinated and keep
supplies in locations where they can
be easily found.
Being an art teacher, Maley understands how important the look of her
classroom is. Although she works with
a bigger scale than the average teacher
does when getting her room ready, she

said she thinks most teachers more or
less go through the same excitement
while preparing for the coming year.
She certainly remembers her mother having that feeling when she taught in Christian County while Maley was growing
up.
"It's kind of like getting a new box
of crayons," Maley said smiling.
Chrystie Chapman was recently getting her new classroom ready at North
Calloway County Elementary School.
It will he her first year teaching second grade there, after having left her
position teaching fourth grade at Benton Elementary School. While in the
middle of her second full day of organizing, she said she makes sure to have
all the students' names on their desks
and cubbies.
"You want to have a sense of the
kids' place in the room," she said.
Another task was to organize her
library and set up an easy system for
checking out books. Chapman said she
was also setting up various stations within the room, such as a writing center

Please See Next Page
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Music teacher Tracy Leslie sorts organizes instruments at North Calloway
County Elementary School.
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Summer prime
time for classroom
preparation
From previous page
with computers at one corner and a
reading center with cozy chairs and
pillows for the children to use when
they've finished their desk work. The
math center will include tools like rulers,
dice and play money, she said.
Tracy Leslie, who has taught music
at North Calloway for 12 years, said
her preparation begins in May. After
the school year ends, she cleans her
room and completes an inventory of
supplies. On a recent afternoon in midJuly, she was mostly finished but said
she was waiting for the carpet to be
shampooed and to replace a few light
bulbs. She said her room has been
well-stocked with supplies and musical instruments for several years and
that one of the only major things she
had left to do before classes began
was to transfer a few old videotapes
to DVD.

14AINKiNS TEAGUE'Ledger & Times
Art teacher Gene Maley sorts her markers as she gets her classroom at Murray Middle School ready for students
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Office Technology Specialists

(The Only Difference • One Likes Color 011ie The Other Doesn't)
TRY THE E-STUDIO 2530 C DIGITAL COPIER
35PPM BLACK & WHITE AND 25 PPM FULL COLOR
IF YOU DON'T WANT COLOR, TRY THE NEW E-STUDIO
355 AND KEEP THE SPEED
* FREE DELIVERY *

Contact Our Murray Area Representative:

Jeremy C. Bell
1393 State Route 45 North
800-858-0492
Mayfield, KY 42066
www.hdhappy.com
270-247-5912
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Family Resource Youth Service
Center offers assistance

Kyser Lough/Ledger & Times

Volunteer Alex Wilson carries bags of sorted school supplies during the
"Back to School Blast School Supply Give Away" Tuesday.
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Help Your Child
Learn setter..

Special to the Ledger
With many students and families
still enjoying summer vacation, the
Family Resource Youth Service Centers are preparing for students to return
to school in August.
The Family Resource Youth Service Centers in both Murray and Calloway County schools know there is
much more to the phrase. "getting started on the right foot". With the economic downturn we are experiencing,
preparing for back to school can put
a financial strain on families, especially for those with several children. The
Family Resource Youth Service Centers offer families a helping hand in
preparing students for the upcoming
school year by assisting them with
what they need to start the school year
in the best possible manner. Schools
supplies. backpacks, lunch boxes plus
school fees and clothing create quite
a financial burden for many families.
"Helping students to have a positive start helps them to achieve and
succeed academically as well as social-

ly and emotionally. This is one of the
primary purposes of the Family Resource
Youth Service Centers", said Julie Stone.
Coordinator for Murray Family Resource
Youth Service Center.
The Centers recently held a back to
school event on Tuesday. July 21, 2009.
Glendale Road Church of Christ graciously offered their facilities to assist
with distributing school supplies for
any family wishing to participate.
"Donations are still be accepted. as
the need for supplies doesn't end on
the first day of school," said Michelle
Hansen, Coordinator of the Calloway
County Family Resource Center. "Our
community has been wonderful in supporting our youth through their generosity."
Anyone interested in making a donation of school supplies or a monetary
donation to the Murray or Calloway
County Family Resource Youth Service Centers should contact one of the
coordinators at 270-762-7333 or 270759-9592.

...with an Eye Examination
Since much of a child's learning
experience is visual, it is important your
child have his or her eyes checked.
During the first 12 years, 80 pereent of what
a child learns is obtained through vision.
4

,
.--211"'"INWOMMINES
IMONME11101e0110191164014.111,INC

Dr. Payne provides affordable eye
examinations and a large selection of eyewear
for children.
Most Insurance Accepted

"Quality Eyecare For The Entire Family"

Dr. Maeda W Payne

EYES & EYEWEAR

it G • Murray
506 N. 12th SL,Sue

753-5507
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Back to school...

File and provided photos

Clockwise, from top left, students return to
Calloway County High School last fall. Murray
Elementary Principal Janet Caldwell greets students at the beginning of school last year. Two
new 2009 model buses take their place in line at
the Calloway County Bus Garage, Two other
smaller 2009 buses will be assigned to
Calloway County Preschool, Murray State
University will also begin fall classes soon, and
students will again fill the walkways across
campus.
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Building updates

Fila and vovided photos

At left, Louise Baker, a custodian at Murray High School, rolls paint onto the doors
at the front of the high school. Numerous touch-ups were applied to the interior
and exterior of the building. Above, Calloway County High School custodians,
Marilyn Holt and Barbara Bruce put the finishing touch on a restroom with spray
disinfectant on the door. After a summer of cleaning and waxing. the CCHS
cleaning crew has the building prepared for the return of students and teachers.
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Ask us today about special sayings tor
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Clothing di Accessories

• Adults, Kids, Baby, Hats, Socks, bottles,
Vehicle Accessories 6- More
• Baby 6- Br id al Kegistry Available
Free gelivery 8- Oift Wrapping
400 Main Street • Murray, Kentucky •(270) 767-0007

COURTNEY & JARVIS
VISION CENTER
New Extended Hours: Open Until 7 pm On Mondays
firs: Thes.-Fri. 8 am-5 pm

1208 Johnson Blvd., Murray, KY • 759-1429
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Good parent/teacher relationship critical
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
Cooperation between a child's parents and the teacher
is key to academic and any: other success in the classroom.
If you expect the teachers to be prepared for a
meeting concerning your child's behavior, academic
progress and other classroom information beforehand
realize that you as a parent should be too.
A teacher-parent meeting is one of the few times
you will get a one-on-one meeting and even if it brief
you can use the time to find out how your child is
doing and how they could do better. The following are
some ideas to make a parent-teacher meeting more
productive for you and your child's teacher, according
KYSER LOUGH/Ledger 8. Times
to the Kentucky Department of Education.
gather for a back to school night Tuesday.
School
Elementary
Southwest
at
parents
and
are
they
Students
how
about
beforehand
Talk to your child
doing in class and what they think about their teacher.
Arrive early teacher conference as much as possible.
The more you know, the better questions you will ask. dren to the meeting to avoid distraction.
According to state education officials, there are five
Be open-mindCreate a folder with the test scores, major homework and let the teacher lead the conference.
when questions every parent needs to ask a child's teacher:
and
notes.
Take
out.
teacher
the
hear
and
with
ed
discuss
to
want
you
concerns
assignments and
• What skills and knowledge will my child be
how the two of you
the teacher. Among your concerns might be what your your concerns are mutual, discuss
to master this year?
expected
together.
work
child's strongest and weakest subjects are, how: pre- could
• How will my child be evaluated?
It's also important to not allow this meeting to be
pared they are for class, how much they participate in
• What can I do to stay more involved in my child's
child's teacher or
class, how much they are working to their ability and the only time you talk with your
academic progress?
to
way
best
the
out
Find
dark.
the
in
child
your
keep
others.
how well they get along with
• How do you accommodate differences in learnand keep in
You might also want to find out how the teacher communicate with your child's teacher
ing?
about
child
your
to
talk
home,
get
touch. When you
evaluates students.
• How are older students prepared for further learnpositive things
Also, view the first meeting with your child's teacher what their teacher said, focusing on the
and ing after high school?
up
came
that
concerns
the
know
them
Let
and
first.
them
with
relationship
a
as a chance to build
Answers to these questions can help both parents
address them.
show them you want to take an active part. Don't go how everyone can work together to
teachers work together for the good of every
and
why
that's
and
ever
than
today
busier
are
Parents
into the meeting just to discuss your child's test scores.
education.
child's
the
parentof
most
the
If at all possible. avoid taking babies or younger chit- it's important that you make

Don't Let Asthma & Allergies Keep You
From Sports & School Activities
"Get Tested! Get Treated! Get Better!"
Alk

Richard H. Stout, NAD,PSC
• Physician fully trained and qualified
in the treatment of asthma
• All evaluations done by physician

• 36 years experience
• All forms of therapy
FDA approved

CILLERGY EeCYSTHIvIA
CLINIC OF WEST KENTUCKY

Toll Free 1-800-7564551
Office Locations: Murray, KY • Paris, TN • Union City, TN
14
411141141014111-444•4 4.1 4 • .
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Back-to-school fashion tips
By SAMANTHA CRITCHELL
AP Fashion Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — Peace,
love and neon. Those are the backto-school buzzwords for a generation too young te remember those
fashion themes the first time around,
or even the second.
This celebration of feel-good
prints, including peace signs, flower
power and butterflies, occurs against
a backdrop of psychedelic colors
and runs straight through toddlers
to teens, fueling a 1960s redux by
way of the '80s. (There also were
a lot of '60s influences in '80s
fashion; everything was just bigger and brighter in the "me"
decade.)
For today's young, style-conscious set, born during the grunge
and techno fashion phases, these
are fresh and exciting looks.
"I think the reason the girls like
it is this is all something new,"
says Lece Lohr, co-president of
Justice, formerly Limited Too."And
it gives the mother a new reason
to spend money because it's something the daughter doesn't already
have."
Yet for anyone just a little older,
defining '60s silhouettes — including the miniskirt, shift dress and
peacoat — are must-have classics,
and young girls are always looking to emulate what they perceive
as "grown-up fashion." says Gloria Baume, fashion director at Teen
Vogue.
Justice reports strong sales of
tie-dye and peace signs in its
spring-summer lineup, so both
motifs will move forward for fall,
although some colors will be a little muted in keeping with the autumnal season. They'll play off highlighter hues.
Then there are the Woodstockinfused bohemian touches, such as
peasant tops and fringe, which last-

ed into the early 1970s. The young
customer isn't a purist about the
periods, observes Lohr with a laugh.
"I don't think they have any idea
that something is from the '60s,
'70s or '80s — they just like it.
Because the styles were so extreme,
there's something a little bit about
it like a costume shop."
There's also a fashion freedom
that was celebrated in the late
1960s that kids connect with, says
celebrity stylist Art Conn, adviser
to "American Idol." "That casual
vibe — that's easy to recreate and
keep in that theme."
Ti
the
Cosentini,
Sonya
Maxx/Marshalls style expert who
collaborated with Conn on the
upcoming fall ad campaign. notes
that starlets like Nicole Richie,
Miley Cyrus, and Mary-Kate and
Ashley Olsen all embrace their inner
boho, influencing girls everywhere.
"The style has been mainstream
for a while, but it's hitting big
for back to school."
Why now?
Fashion is always cyclical, says
Cosentini. but today's economy
might be having an effect too, putting shoppers in that "I-don't-needeverything mentality" that ruled
the hippie years.
"Because of the economic situation the whole country is in, people are looking for better days,
comfort zone," says A.K. LaMonica, senior director of apparel for
The Children's Place, which is
corduroy,
printed
emphasizing
"artsy-craftsy" silhouettes and rock
'n' roll florals in its girls' collection. "Hearing stories about the
'60s makes them think of a time
when things were freer and not
living under this cloud."
Meanwhile, Rachel Panetta.
director of marketing at Stride Rite,
points out parallels between the
modern environmental movement,

Dr. Randy Taylor, D.M.D.
Dr. Richard Vonnahme Ill, D.M.D.
700 Whitnell Avenue
Murray, KY 42071

ity, TN

(270) 753-9201

Teacher preparation

strongly influenced by youth, and
the peace movement of yesteryear.
Children are aware of the world
around them — and they dress
accordingly. she says.
Who could argue with a little
peace and love? wonders Mindy
Meads, president and chief merchandising officer of Aeropostale and
its new younger sibling line. P.S.
From Aeropostale.
Photo provided
"Kids seems to understand a
positive influence," she says. "They. MHS Teachers,(from left) Josh Thackston and Scott
totally respond to it. Maybe they Turner attend a professional development day.
don't understand why, but it just
feels good and looks good."
Many of the children's looks
mimic what's coming down the
pike for adult fashion, which also
has a rebellious side for fall.
"We do a tremendous amount
of research to explore fashion
trends. We explore °aline resources,
junior clothing and accessory stores,
and runway." Stride Rite's Panetta says. "From these venues we
interpret the colors, materials and
styles and adapt them into kidappropriate fashionable footwear."
Photo provided
Expect to see moccasins, handstitching and more fringe on girls' MISD teachers are preparing for their home visits with
feet.
parents and children prior to the first day of school.
It's harder to recreate a retro
feeling for boys, LaMonica explains,
but The Children's Place is aiming to do it with faded washes
and a few key pieces, including
stadium windbreakers.
As for mom, she can try to capture the spirit of the '60s in a
way appropriate for her age. kncwing the limits of a largely youthful look. Conn says.
"For a mom, tights work for
any generation, and so does a
fringe boot or a handbag with fringe.
That's your nod to the '60s," he
Pnoto provided
says. "You don't want to see mom
in a leather headband — I don't From left: MISD teachers Tom Shown, (MMS),
want to see that, and their daugh- Marcy Back, (MES), Kim Black (MES) and Carters will run the other way."
olyn Colson (MES).

Taylor Dental, P.S.C.
w.
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Attendance important to good education
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
There are few things more important
than the quality of the teacher in your
child's classroom and one of them is your
child's attendance.
Fred Ashby, director of pupil personnel at Calloway County Schools, says
regular attendance by the student is essential for success because they are more
likely to keep up with the daily lessons
and assignments and complete assessments
on time.
"Research reflects that a child's attendance record is usually the strongest single predictor of their academic success,Ashby said. "An example of this is in
math, where content knowledge is taught
sequentially tc gain mathematical understanding. If absences occur, students miss
some of this knowledge and may have
difficulty fully understanding concepts.
Some students may be able to catch up
and others fall behind because they have
missed crucial steps in teaming."
Students with irregular attendance may
not develop the responsibility, self-discipline and effective work skills that air
essential for success in school and life.

-They tend to fall behind and are con- success in learning,- Rendek said. "Com- cy that will revoke the parking privileges
tinuously struggling to catch up," Ashby pulsory school attendance is not only for any student who reachec the status of
said. "This diminishes their confidence important to the academic growth of the "habitual truant,- he said. "Also, the dischild; it is a state law. Truancy and Habit- trict will be sending messages via the
and attitude toward learning.ual Truancy has been a problem for the new One-Call System to all student houseparent
a
both
a
School attendance is
Murray Independent School District. Tru- holds reinforcing the importance of regand student responsibility.
,:osts the child valuable educational ular school attendance, and to clarify disancy
habit
the
instilling
by
"Parents can help
of attending school every day at an early opportunities, and costs the school dis- trict policy concerning the use of doctors
excuses."
age and by staying interested in what trict valuable economic resources."
Students who accumulate unexcused
Rendek says it's possible that some
their child is doing in school all the way
through graduation," Ashby said. "Parents students and parents simply do not under- absences tray be petitioned into the court
should stay involved by monitoring their stand the truancy laws in the state of system to address truancy.
According to the Kentucky Department
child's progress and grades, contacting Kentucky.
According to Kentucky law, a student of Education, school attendance is importeachers with questions or concerns, and
attending school functions and meetings.- "truant" when he/she is absent from school tant for the following reasons!
• key academic concepts are being covAttendance is particularly important for without a valid excuse for three days,
or tardy to school without a valid excuse ered everyday.
older students too.
• time on task on a daily basis is
"Being in school every day gives them for days. Further, any student reported as
a chance to learn more about college and truant two or more times is a -habitual needed to learn basic academics.
• one missed day of school equals as
scholarship opportunities, and to perform truant". In other words, any combination
to their highest potential on important exams of six unexcused absences and/or tardies many as three days of catch up for a
they need to build a successful academ- will result in a student becoming a "habit- child to learn all the missed information
and skills.
ual truant."
ic record," Ashby said.
• the habit of going to school is like
Rendek says MISD is taking measures
Toni Rendek. DPP for Murray Independent, says very few things are as to address and lower the number of tru- learning to go to work - it's a child's
job.
important as attendance in your child's ancy cases district-wide.
• school attendance lays the founda"For example, the Murray High School
education.
"Regular attendance at school is one SBDM, with the full support of the Board tion for whether children will graduate or
of the most important factors for a child.s of Education, recently created new poli- drop out of high school.
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Numerous additions made to faculty, staff
Staff Report
A host of new faces will greet returning students at both school districts this
fall.
At North Calloway Elementary, Chrystie
Chapman and Jennifer Underhill will join
the faculty. Underhill comes to North after
previously working there as an aide.
Calloway County Middle School will
welcome three new teachers and one staff

member. Michael Hultman, Geneva Karanja and Katie Ross are new faculty and
Danielle Schwettman is the new Youth
Service Center Director following the
retirement of Karen Guthrie.
Calloway County High School has three
new faces, one coming from CCMS. Amy
Melvin and Jo Beth Robertson join the
faculty of CCHS and Josh Burzynski has
made the move from CCMS

At the Day Treatment Center, Susan
Bucy has taken over as director.
In the Murray Independent School District. Murray Elementary welcomes three
new teachers. Nancy Newsome will teach
kindergarten. Layton Noel, second grade
and This Mullins is the new art teacher.
Murray Middle School welcomes a few
additions to staff and faculty Chris Lapore is the new MMS custodian. Faculty

additions include: Blake Munger, Special
Education. Vanessa Fisher, 8th Grade Science . Amy Bell, 8th Grade Language
Arts and Elaine Kight, 7th Grade Math/Pre
Algebra and MHS Cross Country Coach
Murray High School has four new additions. Mark Boggess joins to teach Health
and PE along with Amanda Killebrew, Spanish, Chris Austin. Math and Adrienne Custer,
English.

2009-2010 SCHOOL SUPPLY LISTS -Namilimirimmum
(wide-ruled, non perforated)
P3 (Second Grade)
1
(large
Backpack
I Box of 24 crayons
Elementary
enough for folders-no (no larger)
wheels)
10 12 lead pencils
Arts and Humanities
5 Red ink pens
PI (Kindergarten)
Supplies
1 Box of small ziploc
1 container Wet Ones
24 pack of crayons (art) bags
antibacterial hands and face
Extra pencils (library)
I Pair of children's
wipes (in containers-no
Tennis shoes to be worn Fiskar scissors
individually
or
refills
on all PE days
1 Elmer's white school
wrapped singles)
glue (no glue sticks)
2 boxes Ziploc bags
P2 (First Grade)
3 Medium spiral notewith slide locks (1 gallon
2 Boxes of tissue
books (8 I/2 x II), widesize)
quart
1
size.
I Box of gallon-sized ruled
2 boxes Kleenex
plastic bags
5 Pocket folders, pock1 box 8 Large Primary
1 Box of sandwich-sized ets on the bottom, not of
Color Crayola Crayons
plastic bags
the side
1 box 24 regular size
2 Bottles of glue
I Large cloth pencil
Crayola Crayons
24 02 Pencils ONLY
pouch (no school boxes)
1 box 8 Large Classic
2 Packs of washable
1 Package of pencil cap
Colors Crayola Washable markers
erasers
Markers
2 Packs of crayons
1 Box washable mark1 pair Fiskars Safety
1 Pair of Fiskars scis- ers
Scissors
sors
2 Boxes of Kleenex
1-24 et. pkg. regular
I School Box
(large)
size no. 2 pencils
1 Package of cap erasers
1 Box of wet wipes
4 Two-pocket Folders
2 Wide-ruled, spiral. (anti-bacterial)
(with bottom pockets)
bound notebooks
No trapper keepers or
2 4 or. bottle Elmer's
3 Two-pocket folders
binders
White School Glue (no gel)
Arts and Humanities
Elmer's glue bottle (art)
I -2 ct. pkg. Elmer's Glue
8 pack of bright or bold
Extra pocket folder, penSticks
color washable markers cil, a little loose leaf paper
I Folding plastic Kinder (art)
(music)
resting mat
Extra pencil (library)
Extra pocket folder and
1 School box (no largTennis shoes to be worn pencil (library)
er than 5x8) no zippers
on all PE days
Tennis shoes to be worn
notebooks
2 Spiral

Murray
Ssk(v1

on all PE days

P4 (Third Grade)
2 Boxes of 24 crayons
2 Pkgs. of 24 lead pencils
1 Pair of Fiskar scissors
1 Large cloth pencil
pouch (no school boxes)
4 Medium spiral notebooks (8 1/2 x II), wideruled
I Pkg of wide-ruled
loose leaf paper
6 Two-pocket folders
(pockets at the bottom)
1 Pkg cap erasers
2 Boxes of Kleenex
1 Pkg of antibacterial
wipes
I Box of washable markers
1 Large glue stick
I Bottle of glue
Pkg of Expo markers- optional
1 I 1/2* clear view
binder
No trapper keepers of
any kind
Please label your child's
school supplies
Extra pencil (art)
Extra pocket folder, pencil, a little loose leaf paper
if new to MFS (music)

Extra pocket folder and
pencil (library)
Tennis shoes to be worn
on all PE days

Ntarray
WAWA
Schugl
46 Grade
(4) 2 pocket folders
(4) 2- pocket folders
with prongs
(5) P2 pencils
(1) package cap erasers
( I ) package colored
markers
(1)package colored pencils
(3) packages wide ruled,
loose leaf paper
(2) single subject, wide
ruled, spiral notebooks
(3) composition books
(!)medium spiral memo
Pad
(1) pair of SCISSOIN
(2) large glue sticks
(1) highlighter
(1) box of tissue
(I) box of thin (fine
line) crayola markers (art)
Optional Supplies to
Donate to Classroom
Ultra thin black Sharpie
Wide masking tapeiclear

packaging tape
Expo brand dry-erase
markers
Roll of paper towels
Gems X
Clorox Wipes
Note Cards
**Pencils will wed to
be replenished throughout
the year

5th Grade
(1) 3-ring binder (trapper keepers are OK)
(6) Folders with pockets and holes for binders
(please do not label these)
( 1 ) Large box of tissues
(1) Bottle of liquid hand
sanitizer
(5) Ink pens (no neon
colors)
(1) Box of colored pencils
(1 i Large package of *2
pencils (mechanical pencils are OK)
(4-5) Packages of wideruled loose leaf paper
(1) Package of subject
dividers (at least 6 in package, please do not label
these)
( 1) Non-spiral journal
(1) 500-count Package
of 3x5 lined index cards

e Glow efore You Go
ack-to-Schooll

'cements
leg

ORTHODONTICS

EON

AIEJAVII
Tanning & Mini Storage

ALLEN H. MOFFITT, D.M.D., M.S.D.
Diplomate of the American Board of Orthodontics
1302 Johnson Boulevard
Murray. Kentucky 42071
270-753-1430
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Eastwood
(I) Ruler with metric in locker)
2 composition notebooks
and English measurements
(I) 4-pack of Expo (Science, Language Arts)
5 pkgs - 100 count
masters (large, thick tip)
index cards (one for each
Art:
(1)Package Crayola thin class)
pencils (keep
24 line markers
Optional supplies to in locker)
I pkg pencil cap erasers
donate to classroom:
(keep in locker)
(1) Pair cf scissors
I pkg highlighters (keep
(1) glue stick
(1) box of washable in locker)
2 boxes tissues (homemarkers
(1) container of Clorox room)
1 box of 12 colored
wipes
**Paper and pencils will pencils (keep in locker)
1 pencil pouch (keep in
need to be replenished
throughout the year as they locker)
Sharpie black marker
are consumed quickly
(art)
2 pkgs - 2" Post-it
fth Grade
2 1" binders with Notes (Science, Language
dividers (Language Arts, Arts)
•I flash drive (keep in
Math,
8 2-pocket/3-brad plas- locker)
*I basic scientific caltic folders (4-Reading, 1 Language Arts, I - Math, culator (for home use)
*can be used throughScience, 1- Social Studout middle school
ies)
Optional items.
1 binder to hold foldPurell Germ-X
ers (keep in locker)
protractor (Math)
4 pkgs wide-ruled loose
Please note that backleaf notebook paper (keep

packs must be small enough
to fit in a half locker!

7th Grade
(1)3-ring binder (at least
2") OR Five-star 3-nng
binder (Language Arts)
(I)Pkg. subject dividers
(5 tabs) for LA binder
(3) Pocket folderspreferably plastic (Social
Studies, A/H & Math)
(3) 2 pocket/3 prong
folders- preferably plastic
(Math, Reading & Science)
(2)Spiral 1 -subject notebooks (Science & Math)
(1)US!)Flash pen driveminimum 256 MB (Can
use a previously-purchased
drive if already bought)
(I) Box of tissues*
(I) Pkg. of pencils (1/2
wooden or mechanical)
Loose leaf paper for the
year (Suggested 2 pkgs.)
(I) Book cover (Social
Studies, no adhesive covers)
(I) Pkg. index cards
(4s6)*
(1) Pkg. index cards
(30)*

(2) College-ruled composition books- not spiral
(LA/Writing & Reading)
(1) paperback dictionary (Webster's New World
suggested, may still have
from 6th grade)
(I) paperback thesaurus
(Webster's New World suggested, may still have from
6th grade, combos are not
as useful) *1000,
Art:
Sharpie black marker*
(Students should not use
permanent markers outside
of art)
Optional items:
Pencil pouch
Expo markers (large,
chisel point)*
Locker shelf (most students find this helpful)
Students with last names
starting with A to M:
Clorox wipes*
Students with last names
starting with N to Z:
Purell hand sanitizer
(State regulation- it must
be Pura brand)*
*Denotes items that will
be turned in to student's

homeroom teacher
=====
ciistian
8th Grade
(I)Binder (1 1/2" binder
Academy
*King lames Bible (Old
or Trapper Keeper)
(I) pencil pouch to put & New Testaments) is
in I 1/2 inch binder (not required for all classes.
needed for the Trapper
K4 & KS
Keeper)
Lunch box (for snacks)
(Si Subject Folders
Set of water colors
(2) packages of Loose
1 pkg Construction
Leaf Notebook Paper k no
paper
spiral notebooks)
Box of Kleenex
Pens(Blue or Black Ink)
Pencil box
Pencils (02 or Mechan2 glue sticks
ical)
1 pair blunt-edge scis(I) Package (8 or 10
count) of colored pencils sors
I pkg. Drawing paper
(2) boxes of Kleenex
2 pocket folders
(11 jump drive/thumb
1 change of clothes
drive OR floppy disk for
1 can play dough
saving files
* Extended-Care Stu(I) journallnotebook for
dents.
Reading class
Optional Items to be
Sleeping bag for nap
time
kept in classroom:
( 1) package of Expo
Markers
1st & 2nd
2 plastic pocket folders
(1) package of pencils
or pens
I pair pointed scissors
2 glue sticks
Hand sanitizer
1 bottle school glut
(2) packages of typing
Pencil box (no longer
paper
than 8x8)
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tian

ULU
Bible (Old
tents( is
classes.

or snacks)
coiors
instruction

sex

edge seis-

ing paper
less
clothes
lough
Care Stu-

; for nap

ket folders
xi scissors

sal glue
(no longer

1 pkg. white copy paper
Glue suck ot tube
1 pkg. assorted conColoring pencils
2 red ink ball-point pens
stnicuon paper
2 black ink pens
Spiral Assignment bookI pkg. white copy paper
8 1/2 x 11
12-in/cm ruler
Change of clothes
1 pkg. assorted con2 pkgs. No. 2 pencils
struction paper
with erasers
1 box Kleenex
2 pkg. Loose-leaf paper
Assignment book
(wide-ruled)
Clear protractor and
1 box crayons
compass
12-in/cm ruler
Scissors
Lunch box
I pkg. graph paper
Small dictionary
Pencils
I set water colors
3-ring binder
2 boxes Kleenex
=====
I pkg. clear plastic
7th & Sits
sheets
Pencils
Backpack
====
Scissors
Glue
3rd & 4th
2 pkg loose-leaf paper
Crayons/ Colored pen(no spiral or tear out)
iIs
Notebook for loose-leaf
Markers
paper
Scissors
2 black & red ink pens
Book satchel & Lunch
12-in/cm ruler
box
Assignment book
Dictionary
I pkg. pocket folders-5
I pkg. loose-leaf paper
w/prongs
( wide-ruled)
Dictionary
Notebook for loose-leaf
Clear protractor and
paper
compass
12-in/cm ruler
Coloring pencils
Assignment book
3x5 note cards (ruled)
2 pocket folders with
pkg. constructior
1
brads
1 pkg. white copy paper Paper
I pkg. typing and graph
1 pkg. assorted conpaper
struction paper
A box of Kleenex
Pencil box & Glue stick
I bottle of Germ-X
or lubc
2 Mead notebooks
2 boxes Kleenex
1 pkg. clear sheet proPencils
teCtOrS
2 red ink pens
3-ring binder
2 highlighters

ral or tear out)
Colored pencils
12-in/cm ruler & calculator
Clear protractor & compass
Assignment pad
I pkg. clear sheet protectors
2 Mead notebooks
3-ring notebook
1 pkg. pocket folders5w/prongs
I pkg. graph & white
copy paper
Glue stick or tube
box of Kleenex
1 pkg. white copy paper

9th - 12th
Pens - red & black
Regular #2 pencils
3x5 note cards (ruled)
Dictionary
Loose-leaf paper(no apt-

First Grade (P-2)
4 packs regular 42 lead
pencils
2 pkg. of pencil top
erasers
pkg. colored pencils

Set & 6th
1 pkg. Loose-leaf paper
(wide-ruled no spiral or
tear out)
3x5 note cards (ruled)
Dictionary

Elementary
School
All Students I Backpack - clear or mesh- no
wheels or duffle bags
Please label all items
with your child's name.
Kindergarten (P-1)
1 pkg. of 8 or more
pencils
1 pencil box
2 boxes of crayons @
least 24 count
1 pkg. fat washable
markers
1 spiral notebook
4 pocket folders (no
brads in the center)
4 large Elmer's glue
sticks
1 box facial tissues
Wish list: extra box
facial tissues & zip lock
baggies

take up too much desk
box of 24 crayons
1 pkg. of 8 skinny wash- space.
Wish list Please conable markers
sider donating one of the
1 small crayon box
I pkg. dry erase skin- following to the class for
special projects:
ny markers
Modeling clay, box of
I pkg. skinny highzip lock bags (large or
lighters
I Writing journal (Blank small), paper lunch sacks
, cotton balls, extra facial
at top, lines at bottom)
12 plain 3 holed plas- tissues, paper plates, extra
tic folders in(2 each) black, pencils. highlighters, dry
yellow, green, blue, orange erase markers
purple (no brads, no character folders)
Third Grade(P-4)
4 white large Elmer's
10 pkg. of 10 #2 penglue sticks
cils
I pair of child's Fiskar
1 large pink eraser
scissors
I pkg. pencil top erasers
2 box facial tissues
1 box of 24 crayons
Wish list: Clorox wipes,
1 pkg. of loose-leaf
Hand sanitizer, extra tis- paper Wide ruled(not colsue and glue sticks
lege ruled)
2 spiral notebooks Second Grade (P-3)
Wide ruled
6 packs of pencils (02)
5 plain pocket folders
4 large block erasers
no brads in the center)
3 boxes of crayons (24
1 large clear glue stick
count or less)
1 pair scissors
I zippered pencil pouch
1 plastic pocket folder
4 packages of wide ruled
1 5 x 8 plastic school
loose leaf paper
box or pencil bag
3 one subject spiral note2 boxes of facial tis.
books with holes
sues
2 hand writing tablets
No trapper keepers or
- 2 nd grade
large binders, they take up
6 plain pocket folders too much desk space
(no center brads). one each
Wish list: extra facial tisin green, red, purple, sues. Ziplock bags (sandorange, blue & yellow
wich, quart. or gallon).
I White 1 1/2" 3-ring Clorox wipes, red gel ink
binder
pen, highlighters. thy erase
1 blue ink pen
markers
1 Four color pen (blue.
red, green, black)
Fourth Grade
4 large glue sticks
40 #2 pencils (no
1 pair fiskar scissors
mechanical pencils)
I spiral bound index
20 pencil top erasers
card set
1 handheld pencil sharp1 box facial tissues
ener
1 large Clorox wipes
1 box of crayons
No trapper keepers; they

•C'
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Music
Plain pocket folders for
grades 3. 4, & 5

'Your -Full Service Primary Eyecare Provider"

Go Back To School In Style!
sunglasses• Handbags
and

Fifth Grade
3-ring binder (No Trapper Keepers)
notebook
Loose-leaf
paper (wide ruled)
24 #2 pencils (no
mechanical pencils)
1 pkg. pencil top erasers
2 red pens (no gel pens)
i box of crayons or colored pencils
I pair of scissors
2 glue sticks
Dry erase markers
2 1 subject spiral note
books wide-ruled
1 zippered pencil pouch
2 box facial tissues
(preferably the pop-up type)
Clorox Wipes
NO pencil sharpeners
Wish list extra red pens.
extra colored pencils,extra
paper (wide
notebook
riled). Overhead markers,
Extra tissues

re Specialties

Serendipity
on the Square

more!

109 S. 4th Street
Court Square • Murray
761-BAGS (2247)
M-F 10-5 • Sat. 10-2

3-ring binder (2 inch )
NO TRAPPER KEEPER
OR LARGE BINDERS
1 pkg. of 8 subject
dividers for your binder
4 pocket folders with
holes to go in binder
3 pkgs. of loose leaf
paper (wide ruled)
2 composition honks
I pair of scissors
2 glue sticks
I bottle of Elmers
School Glue
1 plastic school box
(5x8)
2 large boxes of facial
tissues
Wish list: Clorox Wipes,
highlighters, black cb-y
erase markers

4

308

•Eye health exams for glaucoma, cataracts,
diabetes, pink eye & injuries
.Free Lasik Consultations
•Vera Bradley, Nautica, DKNY,
Calvin Klein & Polo Frames
.Most insurance Accepted

Dr. Kevin M. Adams
12th St. • Murray •(270) 759-2500
..
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I box facial tissues per
family
Hand Sanitizes
Library-Media Center
I plain pocket foldet (4
th & 5 th only)
Hand sanitizes
Facial tissue

It

Physkai Edna/don
are
shoes
Tennis
required (no slip-ons, flip
flops and no rollers)
--Art
3 - f2 wooden pencils
Wish list: Washable
(Classic
markers
(Classic
eight),Crayons
eight), glue sticks, I box
facial tissues, I Plain pocket folder, Hand Sanitizes
N_Qrth_
at/MM.
S_C119SI1
The north sbdm council has determined that students who choose to carry
bags or packs may carry

any type of bag/pack as
long as it does not have
wheels.
-kindergarten (P-1)
4 large pencils
1 Box crayons (Set)
I Backpack without
wheels
1 Pocket Folder
1 Plastic School Box
(Cigar box size)
1 Pair of Safety Scissors (Blunt point)
1 Nap Mat
4 Glue Sticks
1 Play Doh
1 Hand Sanitizes
1 Box Facial Tissue,
Wet wipes
--First Grade (P-2)
20 Regular Pencils (No
mechanical)
6 First Grade Tablets
4 Pocket Folders
Backpack without
wheels
I Box Crayons(No larger than 64 ct)
16 Glue Sticks
Pair of Safety Scissors (Blunt point)

1 Plastic School Box
(Cigar box size)
6 Block Rubber Erasers
2 Box Facial Tissue
No Markers, Colored
Pencils, Trapper Keepers,
or Binders
Box Clorox Wipes
Semen! Grade (P-3)
20 Sharpened Pencils
1 Box Crayons (24 et
only)
4 Block Rubber Erasers
1 'Third Grade Writing
Thblets
I Plastic School Box
(Cigar box size)
4 Boxes Facial Tissue
I Pair Scissors (Sharp
point)
4 Glue Sticks
1 I" Clear View Binder
(No Trapper Keepers)
1 Black White Composition Notebook
1 Box Quart size Ziploc
Bags
Third Grade(P-4)
4 Pocket Folders
10 Pencils
4 Loose Leaf Wide

Thursday, Ady 23, 28.0

I Zippered Pencil HoldRuled Paper
er
1 Box of Crayons
Stautrisfel_w
- 150 Page Spiral
Colored Pencils - Take
Notebook
Off
1 Backpack without
Fifth Grade
wheels
Kindergarten
Loose Leaf Wide-ruled
2 Stick Glue
I-So,-4 Bag
1 Pair Scissors (Sharp paper
Crayola
I-Package
3 - 70 Page Composipoint)
"Twistables" (crayons)
tion Journal (No spiral)
2 Boxes Facial Tissue
12-Glue Sticks
1 - 3 Ring Binder (21 1" Loose leaf binder
1 -Pair Fiskars blunt scis2u2 in)
(No Trapper Keepers)
sors
Mechan(Non
Pencils
5
Tape
Scotch
1 Roll
I-Box of Kleeisex
ical)
Take Off
I-REFILL box of baby
6 - 3 Hole Pocket Fold1 Zippered Pencil Holdwipes (any brand)
ers (to tit in binder)
er (no school box)
I-Set of water color
1 Clip Board w/flat clip
1 Pack color copy paper
1 Pencil Pouch to fit paints
1 Pack cap erasers
I Package washable
in binder
2 Spiral Notebooks
1 Pair scissors (Sharp markers
Sandwich Size Zipper
regular
Package
1
point)
Baliaies
(24)
crayons
oz.
(4
glue
type
gel
1
Clorox Wipes
Specials:
size)
1 pack Red pens
Box of crayons (24)
3 Blue Pens Crayons or
Package Baby wipes
Maskers
Fourth Grade
Wish List:
Tissue
Facial
Boxes
2
Keepers
No Trapper
Gerrn-X sanitiver
3 Glue Sticks
Loose Leaf Paper
Wiggley Eyes (crafts)
5 Plain Pocket Folders
Pencils or
Colored
1 Black Sharpie fine package
Crayons
1-Box brads (brass faspoint
6 Pocket Folders
teners)
40 Pencil Top Erasers
Package Play-Doh
3 Boxes Facial Tissue
brand play dough
I Glue Stick

Elrancntary
School

Thurst

Dry
Mal

Fire
NO
ERS
I-13
1-Ps
6-(
I-Ps
sors
2-1
Tablets
2-B4
24-1
mate n
Sim
Box
Glu
Box
Wisl
Whi
Dry

Sect
NO
ERS(
2-7(
spiral
6-N,
buy at
1-Pa
1 -Pt
era
2-A.
1 -Pi
era

low, b
I-n
8"x 5'
1-K
Big
Spe
Box
1-R
Wis
•sai
secone
2010),
repleni

.900 SYCAMORE ST. • TOUF-1RAY • 753-514A
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2009-2010 SCHOOL SUPPLY LISTS
Dry erase markers
Magnetic tape

Crayola
layons)
btunt scis-

leeotx
ox of baby
ind)
vater color
washable
regular

yons (24)
by wipes

titizer
yes (crafts)

s (brass fas-

Play-Doh
ugh

First Grade
NO TRAPPER KEEPERS
1-Book Bag
1 -Pack Crayons (24)
6- Glue Sticks
1 -Pair Fiskars blunt scissors

2-1 St Grade Writing
Tablets
2-Boxes of Kleenex
24-No. 2 Pencils(Papermate mirado, preferred)
Specials:
Box of Colored Pencils
Glue Sticks
Box of Kleenex
Wish List:
White Sticky Tac
Dry Erase Markers
Second Grade
NO TRAPPER KEEPERS OR BINDERS
2-70 count wide ruled
spiral notebook
6-No. 2 Pencils (can
buy at school)
1-Pack Crayons (24)
1-Pack Dry Erase Markers
2-All Purpose glue sticks
I-Pack Washable markers

I-Pair of Fiskars scissors
3-Pocket Folders (yellow, blue, green)
1 -Pencil box (approx.
8"x 5")
1-Kleenex box
Big Pink Erasers
Specials:
Box of regulai markers
I -Red pocket folder
Wish List
***At the beginning of
semester (Jan
second
2010), supplies need to be
replenished.

4-Sticky taL
2-Small lunch size paper
sacks
I-Plastic zip loc baggies
3-Magnetic Tape
Third Grade
3-Pack wide ruled notebook paper
2-Packs Pencils
4-Pocket folders with
tabs
2-Spiral notebooks
I-Pack Crayons
I -Pair Fiskar scissors
1 -Ruler
1 -Glue: Dab'n Stick
Big Erasers
Clear Tape
Kleenex
Washable Markers
Colored Pencils
I -Pack of index cards
Specials:
Box of skinny Markers
I -Pack lined index cards
Wish List
Dry Erase Markers
Magnetic Tape
Fourth Grade
3-Packages of loose-leaf
notebook paper
2-Packages of graph
paper
I -Three nng binder (23")
2-Packages of dry erase
markers
1 -Package Crayons (at
least 48-count)
Markers
Colored Pencils
4-Glue Sticks
Fiskar Scissors
6-Plain pocket folders
for 3-ring binder
Pencils (No. 2)
1 -Pencil box
3- Spiral notebooks
2-Boxes of Kleenex

Ruler (Inches and Centimeters)
2-Packages of index
cards (100 count lined)
Specials:
Pack of Glue Sticks
I -Pack lined index cards
Fifth Grade
Ruler
Crayons
Markers
Pencils
Colored Pencils
2-Large Glue sticks
Roll of Scotch Tape
Scissors
6-Folders
1-3 Ring Binder
4-Packages of loose leaf
notebook paper
2-Boxes of Kleenex
Graph paper
3-Spiral notebooks
2-Large pink erasers
Specials:
Set of Watercolor paint
I -Pack lined index cards

Calloway
County Middle
School
For school safety. backpacks must be either clear
or mesh.
6th Grade
1 1/2" binder
4 pkgs. of Loose leaf
paper
Notebook for Math journal (NOT spiral)
Notebook for Science
journal (NOT spiral)
Notebook for Social
Studies (NOT spiral)
81/2 x II notebook for
Language Arts
Six pocket folders w/
brads

Elle's Dance Studio
TAP. BALLET. POINTE. JA77 AND LYRICAL DANCE - AGES 3 & UP

- REGISTRATION
-11f

Monday, July 27th .36
Tuesday, July 28th
Monday, August 3rd
3:30 p.m. - 6:30 p.m.

903 Arcadia Circle • Murray • 753-5352 • Cell 227-3260
Elle Arant-Rose — Director/Owner

Scientific calculator w/ Math
1 pkg. graph paper
fraction capabilities
Scientific calculator w/
One CD or USB flash
fraction capabilities
drive (see note below)
Crayons
One set colored pencils
One set colored pencils
2 pkgs. of Pencils
w/ manual sharpener
One set markers
One set markers
Ink pens (black, blue,
2 pkgs of Pencils
and red)
Ink pens (black. blue)
Two highlighters
Ruler
Glue sticks (pkg. of 2)
Protractor
Index cards
Glue sticks (pkg. of 2)
Two boxes Kleenex
One box Kleenex (*see
(*see note below)
note below)
Additional Notes: NO
7th Grade
2 inch binder with 5 zipper-style binders (ie.
Trapper Keepers)
sections
1 1/2" binder for Lan(all
Enrichments
guage Arts
4 pkgs. of Loose leaf grades):
In addition to general
paper
Notebooks-8 1/2 x 11 supplies needed for core
classes, enrichment class(each class)
Small writing journal es will need the following
items:
(80 pages minimum)
Six pocket folders
Choir
USB flash drive (*see
Pencils
note below)
Paper
Scientific calculator w/
1 1/2 " binder
fraction capabilities
•Note: Choir students
One set colored pencils
white
a
need
will
One set markers
black
blouse/shirt and
2 pkgs. of Pencils
pants/skirt for concerts.
Ink pens (black, blue)
Ruler
Computer Enrichment
Scissors
2-pocket folder
Glue sticks (pkg. of 2)
Pencil
Index cards
Pen (blue or black ink)
Two boxes Kleenex
Loose leaf paper
(*see note below)
8th Grade
One binder with 10 folders
One 2" 3-ring binder
for Social Studies
One pkg. Tab dividers
4 pkgs. of Loose leaf
paper
Four single-subject spiral bound notebooks for

Technology
USB flash drive (*see
note below)
Ruler divided into 16ths
of an inch, with metric
General Music
Pencils
Loose leaf paper
Pocket folder w/ brads

Art
Set of colored pencils
tf2 pencil with eraser
Pencil sharpener
Glue stick
Ruler
Folder
Set of markers
One box of Kleenex
Notebook paper
Band
Pocket folder w/ brads
Loose leaf paper
Pencils
Band Method Book
(purchased at the beginning of school)
Band Instrument (6th
grade: do not purchase an
instrument until tryouts are
over)
Uniform cleaning fee.
Uniform shirt. and Band
shoes (7th & 8th grade
only—discussed at beginning of school)
Spanish
CD or USB flash drive
(*see note below)
Index cards
Glue sticks
2-pocket folder
2 pencils
Loose leaf paper
Scissors
Composition notebook
Colored pencils/crayons
*USB flash drives: the
Kingston flash drives work
fine; however, the Cruzers
or Microcruzers do not work.
*Kleenex should be the
regular. basic rectangle box,
not individual purse-size.

South 12th Street, Murray

